RESILIENCE OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Sandip Das

India achieved record food grain production along with record procurement of food grain from the farmers amidst challenges posed by COVID-19. India’s agricultural products exports rose sharply during 2020-21. While most of the sectors of the economy were adversely impacted by COVID-19, agriculture and allied sectors witnessed growth in 2020-21 indicating resilience of the sector.

The COVID-19 pandemic, since the beginning of 2020, has adversely impacted lives across the globe. India has been experiencing the adverse impact of COVID-19 spread on the livelihood of millions of people since the nationwide lockdown was announced in March 2020. The lockdown, which lasted for months, resulted in disruption of transportation as well as other logistics in the agricultural sector. Keeping in mind the critical nature of the agricultural value chain, the government had allowed most of the agricultural operations outside the preview of lockdowns by putting it under essential services.

Notwithstanding challenges posed by COVID-19 pandemic, India’s agricultural and food sector demonstrated resilience and most of the agricultural commodities were produced and supplied across the country without any reports of supply disruptions. During the lockdown, essential supplies like cereals, pulses, oilseeds, milk, eggs, poultry products besides fruits and vegetables were largely uninterrupted because of the robust food supply chain in the country.

Agricultural sector witnessed growth in 2020-21. While major sectors of the economy were adversely impacted by lockdown and depressed consumer sentiments, the agriculture and allied sectors were bright spots amidst a decline in performance of other sectors. The National Statistical Office under the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation in its Provisional Estimates released on May 31, 2021, pegged the growth of the farm sector (agriculture, forestry & fishing) at 3.9% in 2020-21. The Economic Survey 2020-21 tabled earlier this year had noted that agriculture had emerged as the bright spot, while contact-based services, manufacturing and construction were hit the hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Rural demand has remained resilient, empowered by the government’s thrust on the rural economy and infrastructure in previous years, through a bouquet of programmes,” an official of Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare said.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN REGIONAL RURAL BANKS

Arif S

Organizations announce their vacancies as per their needs. However, in our country few recruitment examinations are held on yearly basis. These include Civil Services examination for specified vacancies in Central Government and examination for recruitment in officers and clerical cadre in public sector banks and for similar positions in Regional Rural Banks. The Civil Services examination is conducted by Union Public Service Commission whereas the banking examination is conducted by the Institute of Banking Personnel Selection.

Since independence banking has come a long way in our country. In the government banking sector two events have been game changers. One was nationalization of 14 and 6 private sector banks in 1969 and 1980 respectively and the other was the establishment of Regional Rural Banks network in 1975. Although nationalization of banks resulted in massive bank branch expansion, it was felt that our rural population was not adequately served by banks and that more bank branches were required in rural hinterland considering 70% of our population resided in the villages. The famous Narsinhmaram Committee recommended another tier of banks in rural areas. The Government of India came out with an ordinance on September 29, 1975 and Regional Rural Banks Act was passed in the year 1976. The first RRB was established in Moradabad, Uttar Pradesh. Like mergers between nationalized banks, consolidation took place between RRBs and after restructuring and consolidation, presently there are more than 40 RRBs spread over the country. In the financial year ending March, 2020 the total deposit of RRBs stood at Rs. 478.547 crore, advances at Rs. 2,98,919 crore and profit was Rs. 2,263 crore.

As the term suggests, RRBs operate in designated areas with regional presence. These banks are owned by Central Government, state government in which the bank operates and the sponsoring bank with a shareholding of 50%, 15% and 35% in that order. Each RRB is sponsored by a public sector bank. For example, Dakshin Bharat Gramin Bank is sponsored by Punjab National Bank and Rajasthan Maruthi Gramin Bank is sponsored by State Bank of India.

Since their inception RRBs have played significant role in financial inclusion and strengthening the rural economy. To meet the manpower requirements of this huge network of banks an integrated selection process is conducted. Clerical level positions in RRBs have the name of office assistant (multipurpose). Officers vacancies exist in various scales and are filled in through internal promotion.
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Reforms for both farm and non-farm sectors, the Economic Survey (2020-21) has stated. Even the monsoon rains were more than the "normal" level during June-September 2020 period and the rainfall was adequate during the post-monsoon period (October-December). It led to the filling of reservoirs and recharging of groundwater tables and aquifers. The Government took a policy decision to keep agriculture related activities outside the purview of lockdowns and inherent resilience and coping ability of rural economies resulted in the growth of farm sector during COVID-19 pandemic-2020-21 (April-March). The farm sector was largely insulated as sales of fertilizers rose to 677 lakh tonnes in 2020-21 from 817 tonnes reported in the 2019-20 financial year.

Record sowing & output of foodgrains

In terms of sowing of crops, the crop acreage (both Kharif and Rabi) in 2020-21 was higher at 1,798 lakh hectares compared to 1,719 lakh hectare reported in 2019-20. The factors including normal monsoon rains, lockdown exemptions, pro-active role of the Government to procure rice, wheat, cotton, oilseeds and pulses and higher price realizations by the farmers resulted in record sales of tractors (9 lakh units) in 2020-21.

In the year 2020-21 (as per third advance estimates), total foodgrain production in the country is estimated at record 308.44 million tonnes, which is close to 8 million tonnes more than the production of food grain of 297.5 million tonnes reported during 2019-20.

India's food grain production (in million tonnes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2016-17</th>
<th>2017-18</th>
<th>2018-19</th>
<th>2019-20</th>
<th>2020-21*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>275.11</td>
<td>285.01</td>
<td>285.21</td>
<td>270.50</td>
<td>305.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, third advance estimate, crop year (July-June)

Spice in grain, pulses, oilseeds procurement

Notwithstanding challenges posed by COVID-19, there was a significant jump in procurement of foodgrain and other agricultural commodities by Government agencies such as Food Corporation of India (FCI) and farmer cooperative NAFED, thus ensuring remunerative prices to farmers.

The procurement of wheat in the ongoing Rabi Market Season (RMS) - 2021-22 is continuing smoothly in the key producing states and a record 42.67 million tonnes (MT) of wheat has already been purchased from the farmers under Minimum Support Price (MSP) operations. In the previous year, FCI and other state agencies had purchased 38.99 million tonnes (MT) of wheat from the farmers. According to Department of Food and Public Distribution data as on June 15, 2021, around 48.20 lakh farmers, mostly in Punjab, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh, have been benefited from the ongoing RMS procurement operations with MSP value of Rs. 84,682 crore directly transferred to their bank accounts.

In case of paddy, procurement in the Kharif season - 2020-21 reached an all-time high level, surpassing the previous high of 77.34 Mt in KMS 2018-20. About 123.44 lakh farmers have already benefited from the KMS procurement operations with MSP value of Rs. 1,56,661 crores transferred to their bank accounts.

The main purpose of procurement from the farmers by FCI and State Government agencies is to ensure supplies of rice and wheat under the National Food Security Act (NFS), where around 61 crore beneficiaries receive 5 kg of rice or wheat per head per month at highly subsidised rate of Rs. 3 (rice) and Rs. 2 (wheat) per kg respectively. The economic cost (Minimum Support Price, transportation, storage and other expenses) for FCI for procurement of rice and wheat is Rs. 39.99 per kg and Rs. 27.39 per kg respectively. The gap between the rate at which beneficiary get grains under NFS and actual cost of acquisition is reflected in the food subsidy budget of the Central Government. Around 80 million tonnes (MT) annually are allocated to States for distribution through the Public Distribution System under NFS.

In a bid to deal with the economic hardships faced by millions of people due to COVID-19, the government has also made special provisions of 5 kg of additional grain per head per month along with NFS entitlements under Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana during April-November (2020) and April-November (2021). Based on recommendation of the State Governments, the National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED) and other agencies, on behalf of the Government, carries out procurement of pulses and oilseeds under MSP operations (Price Support Scheme) across key growing states. NAFED procured 10.75 MT of pulses and oilseeds of Kharif Marketing Season (2020-21), Rabi Marketing Season (2021) and summer season (2021) from farmers in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Telangana, Gujarat, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.

The Government through social agencies has procured 8.46 lakh tonnes of moong, urad, tur, gram, masoor, groundnut, sunflower seed, mustard seed and soyabean having MSP value of Rs. 4,406 crore benefiting more than 5.03 lakh farmers in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Telangana, Haryana and Rajasthan under Kharif 2020-21 and Rabi 2021.

Besides, the Government has approved procurement of 1.74 lakh metric tonnes of copra from Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Till June 15, 2021, more than 5,089 tonnes of copra with MSP value of Rs. 52.40 crore has been procured from 3,661 farmers in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu during the crops season 2020-21.

Spice in agricultural products exports

While the COVID-19 pandemic created logistical challenges for movement of goods across the globe, India’s exports of agricultural and allied sector products witnessed a significant jump in 2020-21 compared to previous fiscal. During 2020-21, the export of agricultural and allied products (including marine and plantation products) rose to USD 41.25 billion, indicating an increase of more than 17% compared to previous fiscal. In terms of Rupees realization, the agricultural goods exports increased by 22.62% to Rs. 3.05 lakh crore in 2020-21 as compared to Rs. 2.49 lakh crore reported during 2019-20.

India’s agricultural and allied products imports during 2019-20 were USD 20.64 billion, and the corresponding figures for 2020-21 are USD 20.67 billion. Despite COVID-19 pandemic, India’s balance of trade in agriculture has improved by 42.16% from USD 14.51 billion to USD 20.56 billion.

Substantial growth has been witnessed in the export of cereals. The export of non-basmati rice grew by 156.04% to USD 4,764.54 million in 2020-21 compared to the previous fiscal. The wheat exports rose by 77.17% to USD 549.16 million and other cereals (millet, maize and other coarse grains) by 238.28% to USD 694.14 million in 2020-21.

Other agricultural products, which registered spike in exports in 2020-21, were oil meals (USD 1,575.34 million, growth of 90.28%), sugar (USD 2,789.97 million, growth 41.88%), raw cotton (USD 1,997.20 million, growth 79.43%), fresh vegetables (USD 721.47 million, growth 10.71%) and vegetable oils (USD 802.77 million, growth 254.39%) etc. The biggest market for India’s agriculture products were the United States, China, Bangladesh, the UAE, Vietnam, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Nepal, Iran and Malaysia.

Overall, India’s agricultural and allied sectors, on which more than half of the country’s population depend for their livelihood, showed strength and resilience during COVID-19 pandemic and continue to provide food security to citizens of people besides contributing a substantial portion of the produce. (Author is a Delhi-based senior journalist. Email - sanjididas2005@gmail.com)
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment
Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
Appointment of Director, National Institute of Mental Health Rehabilitation, Sehore, Madhya Pradesh

Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment (MISJE), Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan), Government of India invites applications for the post of Director, National Institute of Mental Health Rehabilitation (NIMHHR), Sehore, Madhya Pradesh, an autonomous body under the administrative control of this Ministry. Post carries pay as per Level-14 of Pay Matrix (Rs. 144200-218800) with admissible allowances and is to be filled up on Deputation/Short Term Contract initially for a period of 2 years which may be extended on yearly basis, after review of the performance, up to 5 years.

Detailed advertisement, eligibility conditions and application format etc. are available on the website of the Department, www.divyangjanaffairs.gov.in, and on website of Department of Personnel & Training www.dopt.gov.in. The last date for receipt of applications would be 45 days from the date of publishing of advertisement in Employment News.

Navin Kumar
Under Secretary to the Government of India
date 28/11/20002/2122
EN 13/15

Announcement

The result of the written part of Indian Forest Service (Main) Examination, 2020 held by the Union Public Service Commission from 28th February, 2021 to 7th March, 2021 containing the Roll No. and Name of the Candidates is available on the Commission's website https://www.upsc.gov.in. The schedule of PTs will be decided by the Commission in due course, and will be intimated accordingly. Then, Qualified Candidates may download detailed program for the Personality Test, e-submit letter and detailed Instructions etc. from the Commission’s website https://www.upsc.gov.in. Qualified Candidates have to bring their photo ID which they would mention in their DAF-II along with original certificates & documents. No request for change in the date and time of Personality Test, intimated to the candidates, will be entertained. If, the qualified candidates are not able to download their e-submit letter, they are advised to contact the Commission immediately.

EN 13/74

Technical posts - C-DAC, Mumbai
(Advt.No. CDA/C/Conta/2/2021)
Address: C-DAC, Gulmohar Cross Rd No.9, Juna, Mumbai 400049

(C-DAC) is a premier R&D organization of the Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY), carrying out R&D in IT, Electronics and associated areas.

C-DAC Mumbai invites applications for various technical positions on contract & on a consolidated salary for some of its prestigious projects. The details regarding the post & how to apply are available at our website: www.cdac.in Interested candidates may visit “careers” page of www.cdac.in for detailed notification and email their applications as per prescribed format given on the website on or before July 3, 2021.

Note: Addendum/further communication in this regard, if any, will be notified in C-DAC’s website and/or through email only.

One Vision One Goal... Advanced Computing for Human Advancement
date 06/13/11/0001/2122
EN 13/64
date 17/18/11/005/2122
EN 13/70

BRAITHWAITE & CO.LTD.
(A Govt. of India Undertaking)
5, Hide Road, Kolkata-700043
CIN:UT74210WB1976GOI030798

Brathwaite & Co. Ltd., a Govt. of India Undertaking under the Ministry of Railways invites applications from Indian Nationals for filling up the following posts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SI No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>No. of posts</th>
<th>Minimum Qualification</th>
<th>Qualification Experience</th>
<th>Nature of Experience</th>
<th>Maximum Age (years) As on 30.06.2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Manager (Finance &amp; Accounts)</td>
<td>B+ Grade</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>CA/ICWA/MBA (Finance)</td>
<td>Post Qualification Experience: 10 years in PSUs/Gov, Sector</td>
<td>Well conversant with matters relating to Finance &amp; Accounts functions viz: Tax, Audit &amp; Internal Audit, GST, Fund Management, Banking and Statutory compliance, Costing and Management Accounting, Budgeting &amp; Budgetary Control, Finalization of Accounts, Preparation of MIS Reports &amp; Financial Statements. Exposure in ERP system etc. Should be able to handle Finance and Accounts Functions Independently. Experience in Manufacturing sector will be preferred.</td>
<td>46 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Executive (Purchase)</td>
<td>E0 Grade</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Degree in Engineering</td>
<td>Post Qualification Experience: 7 years in PSUs / Govt. Sector</td>
<td>Experience in Purchase / Materials Management / Contracts awarding functions preferably in Engineering / Manufacturing Units. Exposure in ERP is a must.</td>
<td>35 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Executive (Commercial)</td>
<td>E0 Grade</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>MBA (Marketing/Finance/ Operations)</td>
<td>Post Qualification Experience: 7 years in PSUs/Govt. Sector</td>
<td>Should have experience in Estimation, Billing, Collection and related Commercial functions. Co-ordinate with Production &amp; Inspection Dept for monthly production results &amp; billing thereof.</td>
<td>35 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABBREVIATIONS: URxUnreserved
Scale of Pay (2017 Pay Scale):
B+ Grade: Rs. 70000-200000/-, Minimum Monthly Gross Salary (Basic+DA+HRA): Rs. 94900/- approx.
E0 Grade: Rs. 30000-120000/-, Minimum Monthly Gross Salary (Basic+DA+HRA): Rs. 42000/- approx.
Emoluments: In addition of Basic Pay, Dearness Allowance, HRA as admissible, others benefits include Provident fund, Gratuity, LTC, Company’s accommodation in lieu of HRA, medical and other facilities according to Company Rules.
General: Persons employed in Govt. / Public Sector Undertaking may forward their application through proper channel and must produce NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE / RELEASE LETTER from their employer at the time of joining if selected. Further, one must have worked for 02 (Two) years in immediate below scale for the post applied, if employed in Govt. / Public Sector Undertaking.
For exceptionally deserving candidates, age ceiling will be relaxed. The Company reserves the right to fill up / alter / cancel the post without assigning any reason.
Applications on plain paper with detailed Resume, Photograph, copies of all certificates of qualification & experience favouring the candidate and duly signed may be sent to General Manager (HR, A. S.), Braithwaite & Co. Ltd., 5, Hide Road, Kolkata-700043. The envelope should be superscribed for the post applied for.
CLOSING DATE: The last date of receipt of applications will be 15th July 2021.

HaryanaJobs.in

General Manager (HR, A. S.), Braithwaite & Co. Ltd., 5, Hide Road, Kolkata-700043. The envelope should be superscribed for the post applied for.

No. Rect.: 2021/1

General Manager (HR, A. S.), Braithwaite & Co. Ltd., 5, Hide Road, Kolkata-700043. The envelope should be superscribed for the post applied for.

CLOSING DATE: The last date of receipt of applications will be 15th July 2021.

HaryanaJobs.in

General Manager (HR, A. S.), Braithwaite & Co. Ltd., 5, Hide Road, Kolkata-700043. The envelope should be superscribed for the post applied for.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA  
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY  
KANKE, RANCHI-834006, JHARKHAND  

ADVERTISEMENT NOTICE NO. F.No.A.1210/82/2021-Exst. 4419-20  

Applications are invited for filling up the following post on Deputation (including short term contract) from Officers of Central or State Government or Union Territories or Central or State Government University or Central or State Government Autonomous Institutions or Central or State Government Public Sector Undertakings possessing the qualifications as mentioned below:

1. Post: Senior Radiographer  
2. No. of post: 01 (One)  
3. Pay Level: Level 6 of the Pay Matrix (Rs.35400-112400).  
4. Eligibility Criteria: Officers under the Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or Public sector undertakings or recognised Universities or recognised research institutes or autonomous or statutory organisations:  
(a) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or  
(b) with six years regular service in grade rendered after appointment thereof on a regular basis in post in level-6 in the pay matrix (Rs.29200-92300/-) or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and  
(c) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:  
1. (i) Diploma in Radiography or Radiology-Imaging Technology and Medical Imaging Technology from a recognised University or institute.  
(ii) Two years experience in the field of radiography in a recognised hospital or health centre.  
2. (i) Bachelor degree in Radiography or Radiology-Imaging Technology and Medical Imaging Technology from a recognised University or institute;  
(ii) One year experience in the field of radiography in a recognised hospital or health centre.  

Note 1: The departmental Radiographer in level 5 (Rs.29200-92300) in the pay matrix with six years regular service in the grade and possessing the educational qualifications and experience prescribed for deputation will be also be considered along with outsiders and in case he or she is selected for appointment to the post, the same shall be deemed to have been filled by promotion.  

Note 2: Period of deputation including period of deputation in another Ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. The maximum age-limit for appointment for deputation by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications.

Bio-Data/ Curriculum Vitae  

1. Name and Address (in Block letters)  
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era)  
3. i) Date of entry into service  
   ii) Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualification  
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any as equivalent to the one prescribed in the Rules state the authority for the same)  
6. Qualifications/ Experience required as mentioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular  
7. Desirable Qualification

Essential Qualification

A) Qualification  
B) Experience  

Desirable Qualification

A) Qualification  
B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at the time of issue of Circular and issue of Advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2 In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views confirming the relevant Essential Qualifications/Work Experience possessed by the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied for.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below in insufficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office/Institution</th>
<th>Post held on regular basis</th>
<th>Office/Institution</th>
<th>Post held on regular basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay Band and Grade Pay/Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis</td>
<td>Nature of Duties (in detail) highlighting experience required for the post applied for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the Candidate may be indicated as below:

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis please state:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) The date of initial appointment</th>
<th>(b) Period of appointment of deputation/contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c) Name of the parent officer/organization to which the applicant belongs</td>
<td>(d) Name of the post and pay of the post held in substantive capacity in the parent organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.1 Note: In case of officers already on deputation, the applications of such officers should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department along with Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 5 (c) & (d) above must be given in all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/organization, but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/organization.

10. If any post held on Deputation in the past by the applicant, date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:

- Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the relevant column):
  - Central Government
  - State Government
  - Autonomous Organisation

Note:-

1. The selected candidates will be entitled to normal deputation terms as admissible under the Central Government Rules in force from time to time (i.e., as per DoP&T D.O. No. 58/2009-Exst. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010). The period of deputation shall be as specified in recruitment rules of this department, amended from time to time. In addition, they are also eligible for special allowances @ 20% of Basic Pay drawn. However, no Deputation Duty Allowance will be paid.

2. The application in the proforma as given in Annexure-I may be sent through proper channel to The Director, Central Institute of Psychiatry, P.O. & P.S. Kanke, District Ranchi – 834008, Jharkhand within 60 days from the date of issue of this advertisement in the Employment News with the following:-

(a) Complete up-to-date ACRs of the officers for the last 5 years or photocopies thereof duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary or equivalent on each page. Photocopies of ACRs not attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary or equivalent shall not be accepted.

(b) Certificate by the Administrative Authority as per format given at Annexure-II.

(c) However, an advance copy of the application may be forwarded directly to the above mentioned address to facilitate timely receipt of the application.

3. The application/CV not accompanied by supporting certificates/documents in support of Qualification and Experience claimed by the candidates would not be processed for determining the eligibility of the candidates for the selection.

4. Applications received after the due date or without any of the aforesaid documents/information or otherwise incomplete shall not be considered.

5. While forwarding the application, it may be certified that the particulars furnished by the officer are correct, there is no doubt about the integrity of the officer and that no disciplinary case is either pending or contemplated against the officer.
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Public Appointment
Chandigarh College of Architecture
PEC Campus, Sector-12, Chandigarh

One vacancy each of Assistant Professors in Art and Assistant Professor in Architecture is to be filled up on contractual basis for one year or till the post is filled up on regular basis through Union Public Service Commission, whichever is earlier. It is invited on the prescribed proforma from the candidates fulfilling the following requirements:

Qualification: Essential:

Assistant Professor in Architecture
- Bachelor’s degree in Architecture from recognized University or Institution and
- Master’s degree in Architecture with first class either in Bachelor’s or Master’s degree from recognized University or Institution.

Note: Only candidates with valid registration of the Council of Architecture (CoA) under the provisions of the Architects Act, 1972 are eligible.

Assistant Professor in Art
- Bachelor’s degree in appropriate branch of Fine Arts (Applied Art, Painting and Sculpture) from recognized University or Institution. And
- Master’s degree in appropriate branch of Fine Arts (Applied Art, Painting and Sculpture) with First Class either in Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree from recognized University or Institution.

Age: Not exceeding 35 years [as on 11.1.2021]

Salary: Pay fixed in the Pay Matrix (academic level 10, Cell No 1) rationalized Entry Pay Rs. 57700/- + DA as admissible from time to time.

Note: A. The candidates who wish to apply for the above post may visit the College website: www.cca.edu.in for the application format and details.

B. Candidates are requested to check the College website for further updates.

C. List of eligible candidates to be called for interview shall be displayed on College website and College Notice Board. No individual letter shall be sent to the eligible candidates for interview.

General Instructions: The vacancies advertised are provisional and liable to vary (increase or decrease) by the user department.

Applications complete in all respects must reach in the Office of Principal, Chandigarh College of Architecture, PEC Campus, Sector 12, Chandigarh - 160017 on or before 9th July, 2021, by 5:00 p.m. Application received after due date or incomplete or without testimonials will be rejected straightway.

In case the candidates is working in government or semi-government organization he/she should bring “No Objection Certificate” from his/her present employer failing which he/she will not be allowed to appear for interview. The candidates should attach the self-attested copies of Educational Qualification, DoE, Experience, CoA valid Registration etc.

For appearing in the interview the candidates will not be paid any TA/DA.

Principal

Chandigarh College of Architecture

National Institute of Design
Andhra Pradesh
(An Autonomous Institute of National Importance under the DPIIT, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Govt. of India, EEE & ECE Building, Ground Floor ANU Campus Gunter 522510 web: www.nid.ac.in)

Notification No. NID AP/RECT/2021/R-01
DATED: 15.06.2021

The National Institute of Design, Andhra Pradesh is an autonomous multi-disciplinary design institute of National Importance established under the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India. From the Academic Year 2015-16, it is offering Graduate Programme in Design in three major disciplines of Industrial Design, Communication Design and Textiles & Apparel Design. Online applications are invited from the eligible Indian Nationals who are ready to shoulder challenging roles and responsibilities in the following non-teaching posts:

S. Name of Post
   N. Pay Level (7th CPC)
      Posts/ Category
      Method of Recruitment

1. Registrar
   Pay Level-13
   01-JUR
   Fixed Tenure/Deputation

2. Head Librarian
   Pay Level-11
   01-JUR
   Direct Recruitment/Deputation

3. Administrative Officer
   Pay Level-10
   01-JUR
   Direct Recruitment/Deputation

4. Senior Accounts Officer
   Pay Level-10
   02-JUR
   Direct Recruitment/Deputation

For further details on eligibility criteria and how to apply please visit Institute website www.nid.ac.in/careers from 16.06.2021. Last date for submission of online applications is 20.07.2021. Any amendment, corrigendum, extension of dates etc. in this regard shall be notified on the institute website only.

Chief Administrative Officer

En 13/1

Date: 05/218/11/001/2122

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/ Absorption/Re-employment Basis. # Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible for “Absorption”. Candidates of non-Government Organizations are eligible only for Short Term Contract.

# The option of “ISTC”/ “Absorption”/Re-employment are available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned recruitment by “ISTC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Date: ____________________________
(Signature of the Candidate)

Address: ____________________________

Annexure-II

Certificate by the Employer/ Cadre Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. if selected, he/she will be relieved immediately.

2. Also certified that:
   i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/ Smt. ____________________________
   ii) His/Her integrity is certified.
   iii) His/Her DOR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5 years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of India or above is enclosed.
   iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years or A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed (as the case may be).

Countersigned

(Employer Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL ASSAM RIFLES, SHILLONG - 793 010

ASSAM RIFLES MERITORIOUS SPORTSPersons RECRUITMENT RALLY- 2021

(www.assamrifles.gov.in)

Memo No. I.12/2017/Rec Branch/2021

Date: 31 May 2021

Applications received thereafter will not be entertained. Applications will be accepted through online only. The online application SERVER will start functioning from 1 June 2021.

The Recruitment Rally will be held at various locations of Assam Rifles. Call letters to the recruitment rally will be auto generated after due submission of online applications available on official Rally will tentatively be held from 7th Aug 2021 onwards depend upon COVID pandemic situation, the exact date and place of reporting at rally site will be mentioned in calling letters.

1. Online applications are invited from eligible male and female Indian citizens for filling up 130 vacant posts as per proforma given below in following sports disciplines for the post of Riflemen/ Riflewomen (General Duty) under Sports Quota recruitment in Assam Rifles for the year 2021, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

2. This note is also available on the official website of the Assam Rifles at www.assamrifles.gov.in. All further information regarding recruitment process and the final list of successful candidates will be made available on the same site.

3. The advertised vacancies may increase or decrease at any time/age of the recruitment process due to administrative reasons. Assam Rifles reserves the right to make changes in sequence of the recruitment process after publication of this advertisement or to cancel/postpone the recruitment at any stage without assigning any reason.

4. In case of non-availability of suitable candidates against the vacancies of males, the same may be filled up by suitable female candidates in the same sports discipline and vice versa. Similarly, in case of non-availability of suitable candidates against any particular sports discipline, the vacancies of such sports disciplines may be diverted to other sports disciplines in which suitable candidates would be available, if the competent authority desires to do so.

5. How to Apply

Eligible and interested candidates must fill up the online application by clicking on “ONLINE APPLICATION” option on the web page. The candidates will fill the requisite details as prescribed in the application form. After filling up the application, the candidates has the option to make online payment via link given for online payment or alternatively the payment can be made at any SBI counters as well. In both the cases, a copy of the challan must be uploaded at the time of submission.

6. Application Form

All the information regarding conduct of various events of the recruitment rally will be intimated to the candidates through Email and SMS only. Hence, providing functional in use Email ID and mobile phone number in Online Application Form by the applicants is mandatory. The mobile phone number so provided should not be disconnected. The candidates who are responsible themselves for non-receipt of information regarding recruitment process due to providing of wrong Email ID and mobile phone numbers in Online Application Form by them. Such information will also be made available on official website of the Assam Rifles www.assamrifles.gov.in from time to time.

7. Application Fee:

- Fee Structure: The General and OBC category candidates will pay a non-refundable fee of Rs. 100/- (Rupees one hundred only).
- (b) The fee will be deposited online by the candidates into SBI Current Account No. 37088046572 in favour of Recruitment Branch, HQ DGP, Shillong - 793010 payable at SBI HQ DGP Lattak Branch IFSC Code - SBIN0033883.
- (c) No Fee is charged from candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Female candidates.

8. Eligibility Conditions and Authorities Competent to Award Sports Certificates on Eligibility for the Post.

(a) Eligibility Conditions:

Name of Sport Discipline No of vacancies Male Female Total

Archery
Karate
Taekwondo
Judo
Equestrian
Fencing
Wushu
Football
Sepak Takraw
Polo
Athletics

(1) 400m
(2) 800m
(3) 100m
(4) Long Jump
(5) Shooting

Pistol
Rifle

30
60
60
60
60
50
40
40
40
40
30
100

Total 70

(b) Competent Authorities to Award Certificate for various Sports Competition:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Authority Awarding Certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>International Competition</td>
<td>Secretary of the National Federation of the Game concerned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>National Competition</td>
<td>Secretary of the National Federation or Secretary of the State Association of the Game concerned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>Inter-University Tournaments</td>
<td>Dean of Sports or other officer in overall charge of sports of the University concerned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>National/Sports/Games for Schools</td>
<td>Director of Additional Joint or Deputy Director in overall charge of sports for Schools in the Directorate of Public Instruction Education of the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>National awards in Physical Efficiency Drive</td>
<td>Secretary or other officer in overall charge of Physical Efficiency in the Ministry of education &amp; Social Welfare Government of India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

- Age Limit: (i) For Gen & OBC candidates: 18-28 years as on 01 Aug 2021. Candidates should not have been born earlier than 01 Aug 1993 and later than 01 Aug 2003. (ii) For SC & ST candidates: 18-30 years as on 01 Aug 2021. Candidates should not have been born earlier than 01 Aug 1991 and later than 01 Aug 2003.
- Matriculation Certificate or Higher Secondary School Certificate will be accepted as a proof for establishing age of the candidates.
- The candidates must fulfill all eligibility conditions and should be in possession of all sports and education certificates at the time of joining.
- All educational certificates other than Central Board/State Board should be accompanied with original copy of the certificates and notarized indentification of the equivalence of such qualification for service under Central Government.
- The candidates seeking relaxation under SC / ST / OBC category should submit the prescribed application in prescribed format. In the event of non-receipt of application, the candidates will be considered under General (UR) category. Any applicant who does not fulfill the prescribed eligibility conditions, his/her application/candidature will be summarily rejected.

9. Order of Preference:

Preference will be given to those candidates who have represented the country in an International Competition with the clearance of the Department of Youth Affairs and Sports.

10. Selection Process:

- (a) Candidate Verification: The candidates in possession of valid cast and photo ID proof like Voter ID, Driving License, Aadhaar Card will only be permitted to enter in the recruitment rally site.
- (b) Initial Documentation: All candidates will have to undergo documentation, in which candidates will have to produce all original documents / certificates pertaining to age, education, caste (in case of availng age relaxation), sports and domicile/PRC.
- (c) The candidates found correct in initial verification and documentation will only be permitted to undergo Physical Standard Test and Field Trial.
- (d) Physical Standard Test (PST): The candidates will undergo physical standards test. The candidates will be shortlisted on the basis of the standards.

HaryanaJobs.in
[Page continues from previous page]

Presiding Officer of Recruitment Board to the candidate will not be considered for Review Medical Examination (RME) and appeal will be rejected straightway. The fitness certificate on Form 3 is essential to consider him/herself for the Case for Medical Examination and not for any other purpose.

(i) Those candidates whose appeals are found in order will be intimated by Email/ SMS through Email ID and Mobile Phone numbers provided by him/her in Online Application Form to appear for Review Medical Examination (RME) and their list will also be uploaded in the Assam Rifles website www.assamrifles.gov.in. No intimation will be sent by post.

(m) The decision of the Review Medical Examination Board will be final and second appeal will not be entertained as per instructions of the Government and no reply of the correspondence will be entertained.

Note: - Being declared FIT in Medical Examination will not guarantee any legal claim or right to any candidate for final appointment in Government service.

11. Final Selection: Final selection will be done on the basis of level of participation/ achievements and performance in Field Trials. Please note that merely qualifying in all tests does not guarantee the Final Selection into the Assam Rifles. The Final Selection will only be made on the basis of position of the candidates in Merit List in accordance with the availability of vacancies in the respective sports discipline.

12. Merit List and Issue of Provisional Appointment Letter: The candidates who qualify in all respects i.e. Level of participation/ achievements, Physical Standard Test (PST), Medical Examination Test and performance in Field Trial will be placed in Merit List as per the criterion of discipline wise vacancies allocated. Provisional appointment letter will be issued to the Meritorious candidates in accordance to the vacancies available against respective sports discipline.

13. Non-issuing of Appointment: In case the information furnished by the candidates in the Application Form is found to be false at any stage of the Recruitment Rally and even at a later stage, the candidate of such candidates will be summarily rejected without any notice. Appropriate action will also be taken against such candidates as per the provisions of law by registering an FIR with the Police.

14. The candidates will not be considered for recruitment if involved/ convicted/ arrested in any criminal case under IPC or any other Act of the Central Government or State Government.

15. Candidates belonging to the physically handicapped category is not eligible to apply for this recruitment.

16. MOBILES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC GADGETS ARE BANNED WITHIN THE PREMISES OF RECRUITMENT RALLY SITES/TRENT CENTRES.

17. Assam Rifles authorities are not responsible for any type of arrangement of accommodation/ food/ transportation for the candidates during the recruitment process.

18. Assam Rifles authorities will not be held responsible for any damage/ injury/ death/ loss to the individual. If any sustained during the entire recruitment process including the Field Trials and transit.

19. The first phase of the recruitment may take 10 to 20 days to complete.

20. Candidates are advised to carry warm clothes and sleeping bags/ blankets with them.

21. No TA/ DA is admissible.

22. Compassionate appointment scheme is not applicable to this Recruitment Rally.

Checklist to be followed:
- In Shillong, cold and candidates are advised to carry warm clothes and sleeping bags/ blankets with them.
- Pay scale: P 2 to P 82400-3-l-90.
- Pay scale and other allowance will be admissible to Assam Rifles Personnel.

24. Help line number 0364-713-5653 and 0364-713-5444.

(K S Thakur)
Deputy Commandant
Staff Officer-2 (Recruitment)
for Directorate General Assam Rifles

SPECIMEN OF SPORT CERTIFICATE

(Specimen forms referred to in Column IV of the Table in para A-V)

[Table and forms]

Form 1 (For representing India in an International Competition in one of the recognized Games/Sports)

National Federation/National Association of
Certificate to meritorious sportsmen for employment to Group C & D Service under the Central Government

Certified that Shri/Smt./Kumari/ Khun... Son/ Wife/ Daughter of Shri... and resident of (complete address) represented the country in the game/event of in Competition/Tournament held at from to

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was...

The Certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of National Federation/National Association of

Place
Signature
Date
Name
Designation
Address
Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary, National Federation/National Association.


FORM 2

[Table and forms]

STATE ASSOCIATION OF

On the availability of various sportsmen for employment to a Group C & D Service under the Central Government

Certified that Shri/Smt./Kumari/ Khun... Son/ Wife/ Daughter of (complete address) represented the state in the game/event of in Competition/Tournament held at from to

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was...

Continued on page 8
Continued from page 7

The Certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the office of the State Association of.

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation Name of the State Association
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in overall charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation Name of the State Association
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in overall charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

Form-3

For representing a University in the Inter University Competition in one of the recognized (Games/Sports)...

UNIVERSITY OF

Certified to meritorious sportmen for employment for Group C & D Service under the Central Government

Certified that Shri/Smt. Kumar Son Wife/ Daughter of Shri and resident of of student of University of in inter the game/ event of in Inter University Competition/Tournament held at from

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was

The Certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of Dean of Sports or Officer in overall charge of sports in the University of

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation Name of the University
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Director or other Officer in overall charge of sports/games/s for Schools in the Directorate of Public Instructions/ Education of the State.

Form-4

(Directorate of Public Instructions/Education of the State of)

Certified to meritorious sportmen for employment for Group C & D Post/Service under the Central Government

Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumar Son Wife/ Daughter of Shri, and resident of (complete address) student of represented the School/Town/State in the above said event of in the National Games for schools held at from to

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was

The Certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of Directorate of Public Instructions/Education of

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation Name of the State Association
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

Form-5

For the awardees in Physical Efficiency performances conduct by the

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA/DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AFFAIRS AND SPORTS

Certified to meritorious sportmen for employment for Group C & D Post/Service under the Central Government

Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumar Son Wife/ Daughter of Shri, and resident of (complete address) student of represented the School/Town/State in the above said event of in the National Competition held at from to

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was

The Certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the Ministry of education and Social Welfare.

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

FORM-5

Certified that Shri/Smt.Kumar Son Wife/ Daughter of Shri and resident of (complete address) student of represented the School/Town/State in the above said event of in the National Competition held at from to

The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said Competition/Tournament was

The Certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the Ministry of education and Social Welfare.

Place Signature
Date Name
Designation
Address

Note: This Certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary or other Officer in charge of Physical efficiency in the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare.

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Form-6

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Form-6

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Form-6

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Form-6

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Form-6

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) a premier research centre under the aegis of Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, invites online applications for the following posts at NCBS, Bangalore.

Discretionary

The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the context/ text of these advertisements.
MUMBADEVI ADARSH SANSKRIT MAHAVIDYALAYA

Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan, K. M. Munshi Marg, Mumbai - 400007.

Phone: 022-23634662 EXT. - 221/227 Email - mymumbai@gmail.com

(Recognised as Adarsh Sankrith Mahavidyalaya under the scheme for financial assistance to institutions recognized as Adarsh Sankrith Mahavidyalayas/Adarsh Shodh Sansthan being implemented by the Central Sanskrit University, New Delhi under Ministry of Education, Government of India.)

Notification of Vacancy for Recruitment of Teaching & Non-Teaching Posts

Applications are invited for the following positions:

Name of the Teaching Posts:

1. Assistant Professor (Vyakaran) - 01 (Unreserved)
   Pay Scale: Pay Band of Rs. 15600-39100 with AGP of Rs. 6000

2. Assistant Professor (Hindi) - 01 (Unreserved)
   Pay Scale: Pay Band of Rs. 15600-39100 with AGP of Rs. 6000

Qualification:

Essential:

A. (i) A Master's degree with 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a point-scale wherever the grading system is followed) in concerned/relevant/touched subject from an Indian University/Institution or an equivalent degree from an accredited foreign University/Institution.

   (ii) Besides fulfilling the above qualifications, the candidate must have cleared the National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by the UGC or the CSIR, or a similar test accredited by the UGC, like SLET/SET or who or have or been awarded a Ph.D. Degree in accordance with the University Grants Commission (Minimum Standards and Procedure for Award of M.Phil./Ph.D. Degree) Regulations, 2009 or 2016 and their amendments from time to time as the case may be exempted from NET/SLET/SET.

Provided, the candidates registered for the Ph.D. programme prior to July 11, 2009, shall be governed by the provisions of the then existing Ordinances/Bye-laws/Regulations of the Institution awarding the degree and such Ph.D. candidates shall be exempted from the requirement of NET/SLET/SET for recruitment and appointment of Assistant Professor or equivalent positions in Universities / Colleges / Institutions subject to the fulfillment of the following conditions:

   A. The Ph.D. degree of the candidate has been awarded in a regular mode;

   B. The Ph.D. thesis has been evaluated by at least two external examiners;

   C. The open Ph.D. viva-voce of the candidate has been conducted;

   D. The candidate has published two research papers from his/her Ph.D. work, out of which at least one is in a refereed journal;

   E. The candidate has presented at least two papers based on his/her Ph.D. work in conferences/seminars sponsored/funded supported by the UGC/CSIR/CSIR in any similar agency.

   The fulfillment of these conditions is to be certified by the Registrar or Dean (Academic Affairs) of the University concerned.

OR

B. The Ph.D. degree has been obtained from a foreign university/institution with a ranking among top 500 in the World University Ranking (at any time) by any one of the following: (i) Quacquarelli Symonds (QS), (ii) The Times Higher Education (THE) or (iii) The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) of the Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Shanghai).

Note: The above conditions as specified in Appendix III (Table 3A) for Universities, and Appendix II (Table 3B) for Colleges, shall be considered for short-listing of the candidates for interview only, and the selections shall be based only on the performance in the interview.

Desirable:

1. Research degree in concerned subject or published research work of outstanding value.

2. Ability of guiding research students.


5. Teaching experience in concerned subject.

3. ASSISTANT - 01 (Unreserved)

Pay Scale: PB-2, Rs. 9300-34800 + AGP of Rs. 4200

Qualification for the post of Assistant:

Essential:

(i) Graduate from a recognized University.

(ii) Five years experience as UDC or equivalent in the grade of Rs.5200-26200+GP Rs. 2400/-of any Central/ State Govt. /University/ Private Institution/ Public Sector Undertakings and other Central or State Autonomous Bodies or holding equivalent positions in the recognized Institutions/Corporation/Banks/Banks with an annual turnover of Rs. 500 crores.

(iii) Typing speed of 30 w.p.m. in English or 25 w.p.m. in Hindi or Bilingual on Computer.

(iv) Proficiency in Computer operation, reading and drafting.

Desirable: Knowledge of Sanskrit.

The above qualifications (including all allowances) / CTC of the employees working in the private/public sector organisations shall be taken into account while deciding the equivalency of their pay / status with the afo-mentioned status / pay scale of a government servant.

Age: Not more than 35 years

Age limit shall not apply to the regular employees of the ASI/Ass/Central Sanskrit University / Central Government / State Government / Central Universities / Universities / Deemed to be Universities / Other Central autonomous bodies / Organisations / Institutions / Public Sector Undertakings/ Recognised/Corporates/ Banks.)

Note: Applicants for all above mentioned posts are requested to visit the Bhavan’s Website : http://bhavans.in, for downloading the application form, and detailed information regarding the submission of application before 26/07/2021.

General Conditions:

1. The two latest passport size photographs (2) of the candidates should be affixed to the application form.

2. The Adarsh Sankrith Mahavidyalaya reserves the right to fill up or not to fill up the post without assigning any reason.

3. Candidates must send three sets of their publications, if any, along with the application form.

4. Candidates already in service must submit their application through proper channel. They may, however send an advance copy, but if called for an interview they must produce a "No objection certificate" from their employer.

5. Candidates will have to present themselves for the Interview/ Written Exam at their own expenses.

6. Candidates should bring all certificates in original at the time of interview.

7. The appointee will be the employee of Mumbadevi Adarsh Sankrit Mahavidyalaya, Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai - 400007 and not of Govt. of India or Central Sanskrit University, New Delhi. They will be governed by the provisions of the scheme as applicable from time to time.

8. Application containing details of academic qualifications and experience supported by self-attested photocopies of original documents along with a fee of Rs. 200/- (Rs. 100/- in case of SC/ST/ED/PWD candidates) for the post of Assistant Professor and Rs. 100/- (Rs. 50/- in case of SC/ST/ED/PWD/PwD candidates) for the post of Assistant in the form of a crossed Demand Draft drawn in favor of "The Principal, Mumbadevi Adarsh Sankrit Mahavidyalaya, Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai - 400007", should reach to “The Chairman (Management Committee), Mumbadevi Adarsh Sankrit Mahavidyalaya, Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai - 400007” by Registered Post / Special/Ordinary Post (Ordinary post or hand by hand will not be considered). The last date of the receipt of Application will be 26/07/2021. Application received after due date shall not be considered. The college will not be responsible for delay caused by postal or any other reasons. No correspondence regarding consideration of late application will be entertained.

9. Those who have already applied for the above teaching posts (Ref. No. 1.4.2) in response to the notification published in Employment News dated 29th June-05th July 2019 and 21-27th December 2019 need to apply again without Demand Draft. They may furnish additional information, if any, in support of their applications along with necessary documents.

10. canvassing in any form will be a disqualification.

Chairman, Management Committee,
(Mumbadevi Adarsh Sankrit Mahavidyalaya,
Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai - 400007)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any printing error going inadvertently.
Integrated Test Range (ITR)

Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO)
Ministry of Defence, Government of India
Chandipur, Balasore-756025
Tel: 06782 - 272144
Email: hrdr@itr.drdo.in

Advt No. ITR/HRD/8014/JRF/2021/01

Walk-in-Interview for award of Research Fellowships as JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (JRF)

Integrated Test Range (ITR), a premier laboratory of Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) invites applications from young and meritorious Indian Nationals for award of Research Fellowship as per details given below.

Name of Fellowship: Junior Research Fellow (JRF)

Educational Qualification and Experience:
- B.E/B.Tech in first division with valid GATE score or
- M.E/M.Tech in first division both at Graduate and Post Graduate levels.

Discipline:
- Computer Science & Engg.
- Electronics & Communication
- Electronics & Telecommunication
- Information Technology
- Instrumentation Engineering

No. of Vacancies: To be intimated later to the shortlisted candidates only.

Note: Number of vacancy for JRF may increase or decrease as per office requirement.

How to apply:
- Interested candidates with qualifications as above are invited to send applications (form in PDF is also available at website www.drdo.gov.in) in soft copy (scanned copy) along with certifies and testimonials at hrdr@itr.drdo.in. They have to superscribe the Subject in Block Letters - APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF JRF.
- It is important for the candidates to submit their application form and supporting documents as an attachment in a SINGLE .pdf only. The application form should be typewritten and scanned as pdf after signature. Handwritten Application will not be accepted.
- Candidates working in Govt/Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous Bodies should attach 'NOC' from their respective department along with their application form.
- Incomplete/Partially filled application forms would not be accepted. Also, the candidate is liable to be rejected if any mismatch is noticed in details regarding qualification, branch, percentage of marks on non-fulfilment of any of the above criteria. The candidate must submit the application form along with all certificates and testimonials in soft copy (Scanned Copy) at hrdr@itr.drdo.in failing which the candidate will be rejected.

Important Information:
1. Last date to submit the application is: 09 Jul 2021 (Friday) 1700 hrs.
2. The Walk-in-Interview will be conducted through Video Conferencing via Cisco Webex. SMS/Email will be sent to the shortlisted candidates regarding VC date/time /Timing of interview.
3. Only candidates who have submitted applications along with supporting documents and shortlisted after scrutiny will be allowed for the Walk-in-interview.
4. Candidates should be in possession of valid e-mail id and active mobile number for contact throughout the recruitment process. They may be contacted during the VC.
5. Age Limit: Not exceeding 28 Yrs (Age relaxation of 5 years for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC Candidates) as on 09/07/2021 for JRF.
6. Fellowship Emoluments: Rs. 31,000/- per month for JRF with applicable HRA and medical facilities as per rules.
7. Tenure: JRF: The post is temporary and maximum tenure is 05 (Five) years. The initial tenure will be of 02 (Two) years and will subsequently be elevated to 3RF for the remaining 03 (Three) years subject to satisfactory performance to be assessed as per DRDO Guidelines.
8. All communications will be made only by email.
9. Director, ITR Chandipur reserves the right to amend/modify/cancel this advertisement and also to cancel the admission/selection at any time without assigning any reason thereof.
10. It may please be noted that offer of Fellowship does not confer on candidates any right of absorption in DRDO.
11. The selected candidates need to bring original certificates of proof of date of birth, mark sheet, GATE/NET certificate, degree certificate, caste certificate (if applicable) and testimonials and a set of self-attested copies for verification. Carrying any of these means will terminate the candidacy and action will be taken as deemed fit.
12. Police verification/Medical Test/ Antecedents of selected candidate will be carried out/verified as per Govt. rules.
13. No TA/DA will be paid for attending interview.

Last Date for Submission of Applications along with supporting documents in a SINGLE .pdf through email at hrdr@itr.drdo.in

09.07.2021

Application Form for Junior Research Fellowship in ITR

To be typed and scanned after signature by the candidate

Advert No. ITR/HRD/8014/JRF/2021/01

P (N Panda), Scientist-F
AGD (HR)
For: DIRECTOR, ITR

For Diploma / B.Tech (ECE, EEE, Mech. Inst.)

IoT - Internet of Things (Projects & Programming)
Industrial Automation (PLC, SCADA, HM, VFD, DCS)
Solar Energy Installation, Repair and Maintenance
Embedded & Arduino (8051, AVR, ARM, Uno, Mega)
EV Charging (Electrical Vehicular Charging Station)
Mechatronics & Robotics (Projects & Programming)

Certificate & Placement Assistance will be provided

NSIC TECHNICAL SERVICES CENTRE
Oshka Industrial Estate, Phase-III, Near Govindpur Metro Station, New Delhi-110020.
Contact No.: (M) 09684330314, 08611940861
(Ph): 011-26262766 Ext. 216, E-mail: eedtraining@gmail.com

www.employmentnews.gov.in

Integrated Test Range (ITR)

Defence Research & Development Organization (DRDO)
Ministry of Defence, Government of India
Chandipur, Balasore-756025
Tel: 06782 - 272144
Email: hrdr@itr.drdo.in

Advt No. ITR/HRD/8014/JRF/2021/01

Walk-in-Interview for award of Research Fellowships as JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (JRF)

Integrated Test Range (ITR), a premier laboratory of Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) invites applications from young and meritorious Indian Nationals for award of Research Fellowship as per details given below.

Name of Fellowship: Junior Research Fellow (JRF)

Educational Qualification and Experience:
- B.E/B.Tech in first division with valid GATE score or
- M.E/M.Tech in first division both at Graduate and Post Graduate levels.

Discipline:
- Computer Science & Engg.
- Electronics & Communication
- Electronics & Telecommunication
- Information Technology
- Instrumentation Engineering

No. of Vacancies: To be intimated later to the shortlisted candidates only.

Note: Number of vacancy for JRF may increase or decrease as per office requirement.

How to apply:
- Interested candidates with qualifications as above are invited to send applications (form in PDF is also available at website www.drdo.gov.in) in soft copy (scanned copy) along with certifies and testimonials at hrdr@itr.drdo.in. They have to superscribe the Subject in Block Letters - APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF JRF.
- It is important for the candidates to submit their application form and supporting documents as an attachment in a SINGLE .pdf only. The application form should be typewritten and scanned as pdf after signature. Handwritten Application will not be accepted.
- Candidates working in Govt/Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous Bodies should attach 'NOC' from their respective department along with their application form.
- Incomplete/Partially filled application forms would not be accepted. Also, the candidate is liable to be rejected if any mismatch is noticed in details regarding qualification, branch, percentage of marks on non-fulfilment of any of the above criteria. The candidate must submit the application form along with all certificates and testimonials in soft copy (Scanned Copy) at hrdr@itr.drdo.in failing which the candidate will be rejected.

Important Information:
1. Last date to submit the application is: 09 Jul 2021 (Friday) 1700 hrs.
2. The Walk-in-Interview will be conducted through Video Conferencing via Cisco Webex. SMS/Email will be sent to the shortlisted candidates regarding VC date/time /Timing of interview.
3. Only candidates who have submitted applications along with supporting documents and shortlisted after scrutiny will be allowed for the Walk-in-interview.
4. Candidates should be in possession of valid e-mail id and active mobile number for contact throughout the recruitment process. They may be contacted during the VC.
5. Age Limit: Not exceeding 28 Yrs (Age relaxation of 5 years for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC Candidates) as on 09/07/2021 for JRF.
6. Fellowship Emoluments: Rs. 31,000/- per month for JRF with applicable HRA and medical facilities as per rules.
7. Tenure: JRF: The post is temporary and maximum tenure is 05 (Five) years. The initial tenure will be of 02 (Two) years and will subsequently be elevated to 3RF for the remaining 03 (Three) years subject to satisfactory performance to be assessed as per DRDO Guidelines.
8. All communications will be made only by email.
9. Director, ITR Chandipur reserves the right to amend/modify/cancel this advertisement and also to cancel the admission/selection at any time without assigning any reason thereof.
10. It may please be noted that offer of Fellowship does not confer on candidates any right of absorption in DRDO.
11. The selected candidates need to bring original certificates of proof of date of birth, mark sheet, GATE/NET certificate, degree certificate, caste certificate (if applicable) and testimonials and a set of self-attested copies for verification. Carrying any of these means will terminate the candidacy and action will be taken as deemed fit.
12. Police verification/Medical Test/ Antecedents of selected candidate will be carried out/verified as per Govt. rules.
13. No TA/DA will be paid for attending interview.

Last Date for Submission of Applications along with supporting documents in a SINGLE .pdf through email at hrdr@itr.drdo.in

09.07.2021

Application Form for Junior Research Fellowship in ITR

To be typed and scanned after signature by the candidate

Advert No. ITR/HRD/8014/JRF/2021/01

P (N Panda), Scientist-F
AGD (HR)
For: DIRECTOR, ITR

For Diploma / B.Tech (ECE, EEE, Mech. Inst.)

IoT - Internet of Things (Projects & Programming)
Industrial Automation (PLC, SCADA, HM, VFD, DCS)
Solar Energy Installation, Repair and Maintenance
Embedded & Arduino (8051, AVR, ARM, Uno, Mega)
EV Charging (Electrical Vehicular Charging Station)
Mechatronics & Robotics (Projects & Programming)

Certificate & Placement Assistance will be provided

NSIC TECHNICAL SERVICES CENTRE
Oshka Industrial Estate, Phase-III, Near Govindpur Metro Station, New Delhi-110020.
Contact No.: (M) 09684330314, 08611940861
(Ph): 011-26262766 Ext. 216, E-mail: eedtraining@gmail.com

www.employmentnews.gov.in
Salar Jung Museum
Hyderabad
No. SJM/Estt./Dir.Peshi/Deputation A&AO -2021/Corr2021
SITUATION VACANT
Applications are invited from eligible candidates for appointment to the following Group ‘B’ post which is vacant in the Salar Jung Museum, Hyderabad.
Vacancy-01 (one post)
1. Name of the post
Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer
2. No.of vacant posts
1
3. Whether reserved or unreserved
U.R
4. Classification
Op. 'B' Non-Ministerial
5. Scale of pay (Revised)
P.B.2: Rs.9,300-34800 with grade pay Rs. 5400 (Level 9 in Vth CPC)
6. Method of recruitment
Deputation (Including short-term contract)/Contract basis
7. (a) Age limit for Officers applying for deputation.
(a) Not exceeding 56 years.
7. (b) Age limit for Retired Officers applying on Contract basis.
(b) Not exceeding 64 years.
8. Educational and other qualifications
Not Applicable
9. In case recruitment by deputation or absorption of grades from which deputation or absorption is to be made
Deputation Officers under the Central/State Governments/Recognized Universities and Recognized Research Institutions/Statutory Organizations Autonomous bodies. (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the Pay Band of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 5400 (Level 9 in Vth CPC). OR (ii) With 5 years regular service as SAS Assistant Accounts Officers/SAS Assistant Audit Officers in the Post in the Pay Band of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 5400 (Level 8 in Vth CPC).
All applications, shall be addressed to "The Director, Salar Jung Museum, Hyderabad - 500002". The applications should be sent under registered post with A/D indicating clearly on the top of the envelope, the post for which the application is sent. The last date for receipt of applications is 29th July, 2021. Application form and further details are available on museum website: salarjungmuseum.in
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DIRECTOR

PRROFMA

1. Name of officer

2. Post for which to be considered

3. (a) Date of Birth
(b) Date of Retirement

4. Educational and other qualifications possessed by the officer

5. Whether fulfills the essential qualifications and experience prescribed for the post under recruitment rules

6. Present Address

7. Present post held on regular basis under the Central/State Government with level of pay in the pay matrix

8. Date of appointment to the present grade

9. Permanent post held under the Central/State Government and level of pay in the pay matrix

10. If belongs to Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe/OBC

11. Brief particulars of service with nature of duties performed

12. Remarks

EN 13/11

Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel
National Police Academy
(पं. वल्लभ भाई पटेल) (Government of India : Ministry of Home Affairs)
हैदराबाद - 500052 : Hyderabad - 500052
No.15011/4/2016/Estt/A2 Dated, 04 June, 2021
Applications are invited from eligible officers working under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration or Public Sector Undertakings or Recognized Research Institutions or Universities or Autonomous or Statutory Organisations for filling up of one post of Assistant Director (Law) in Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy, Hyderabad-500052, by deputation including short term contract. The details and application form are available in Academy website http://www.svpnapa.gov.in/vacancies.
(A. Roy)
Administrative Officer (Estt.)
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RASHTRIYA MILITARY SCHOOL DHOLPUR (RAJ) - 326028
MOB NO : PRINCIPAL; 9413108642, ADM OFFICER; 9413108443
E-mail : info@rashtriyamilitaryschools.edu.in Website: www.rashtriyamilitaryschools.edu.in
Required Teachers for Sec/Sec Sec School

1. CONTRACT BASIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Consolidated Package</th>
<th>Per month in Rs (A)</th>
<th>Essential Qualification</th>
<th>Desirable Age Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Master Gas (PGT)</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>(a) Master Degree in concerned sub with B.Ed from a recognized University</td>
<td>03 years experience of teaching in Sec/Sec classes for all posts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Asst Master (TGT)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Graduation with Hindi + B. Ed. Candidate should be well versed to teach Sanskrit as a Subject also.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Application may be given in written/typed on plain paper or through email, giving all prescribed details may be sent to Principal, RMS, Dhoulpur (Raj) - 326028, within 14 days from the date of publication of this advertisement at above address. The dates for written test and interview/teaching practice will be intimates through e-mail/Telephonically.
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A-12023/1/2021-Admn. Government of India Ministry of Law and Justice Legislative Department Official Languages Wing Room No. 730, 'A' Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi Subject: Recruitment to the post of Copy Holder by deputation/absorption in the Official Languages Wing, Legislative Department, Ministry of Law and Justice. One post of Copy Holder in the Official Languages Wing of the Legislative Department, Ministry of Law and Justice is required to be filled on deputation/absorption basis. The post of Copy Holder belongs to General Central Service, Group 'C' (Non-Gazetted) (Ministerial) in the level 2 Rs. 19000-62000 in the pay matrix. The eligibility criteria for being considered for the said post of deputation/absorption basis is as under:

Officers of the Central/State Government:

(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department, or
(ii) with two years' regular service in the post in the pay scale of Rs. 5200-20200 with grade pay of Rs. 1800 in the parent cadre.

(b) Possessing the qualifications and experience prescribed for direct recruits under column number 7, which are as under:

(i) 12th Class pass from a recognized Board or University;
(ii) One year experience in English and Hindi Copy holding or Proof Reading in a Printing Press or a newspaper printing establishment, and
(iii) Hindi as a subject or medium of education at High School (10th) level.

Desirable:

(i) Should be able to type in Hindi at a speed of 30 words per minutes on computer only (Time allowed of ten minutes is exclusive of time spent in typing.

3. It is requested that applications from suitable State Government Officers in the prescribed proforma (given), who possess the requisite qualifications and experience and are willing to be considered for appointment to the post, may be forwarded to the office together their up-to-date OR dossiers and vigilance clearance within 60 days from the date of publication of the vacancy in the Employment News.

(Rakesh Kumar) Deputy Legislative Counsel Tel.: 23396923/23396709
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Continued from page 10

07. E-mail ID:

08. Educational Qualifications (From Matric/10th/HSC onwards. Self-attested copies to be enclosed):

09. Experience (If any) Note: Attach sheets if required

Name of Post Designation

Name of the Organization/Dept. From To

10. Whether Qualified GATE Examination: YES NO

11. Have you ever been debarred for recruitment examination by any Govt. agency YES NO

12. DECLARATION: I hereby declare that, the above furnished particulars are correct to the best of my knowledge and no information is suppressed. If at any time I am found to have concealed/distorted any information, my fellowship shall be liable to summarily terminated without any prior notice. I am ready to take up and discharge the duties assigned to me anywhere in India, as and when required.

Place: For Use Only Use

Date: Signature of the official Date of the Candidate

daw 103011/11/0025/2122
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### Advertisement for Scientific Positions

**Advt. No.:** NISER/RC/2021/NA/01  
**Publication Date:** 08.06.2021  
**Closing date:** 10.08.2021

National Institute of Science Education and Research (NISER) Bhubaneshwar, has been set up at Jatni in Khurda District of Odisha by the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Government of India as a unique institution of its kind pursuing undergraduate and postgraduate education in sciences combined with frontline research. The campus of NISER at Jatni is spread over a sprawling 300 acres of land on the outskirts of Bhubaneshwar. It is a fully residential campus with all modern living amenities including health centre, banking facilities etc. NISER is planning to start a course on Masters in Medical and Radiological Physics (from Homi Bhabha National Institute, Mumbai).

NISER invites applications from the eligible citizens of India for the following positions by Direct Recruitment on regular basis for its Centre for Medical and Radiological Physics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code</th>
<th>Post Description</th>
<th>Category wise vacancies</th>
<th>Pay details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Scientific Assistant-B (Mechanical)</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>Level 6 - 35400-112400 as per 7th CPC pay matrix (i.e. PB-2: 9,300-34,800 Grade Pay: 4,200 as per 6th CPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Scientific Assistant-B (Electronics and Instrumentation)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Level 6 - 35400-112400 as per 7th CPC pay matrix (i.e. PB-2: 9,300-34,800 Grade Pay: 4,200 as per 6th CPC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DETAILED DEGREE REQUIREMENT, EXPERIENCE AND AGE**

**Post Code-01:** Scientific Assistant-B (Mechanical)  
**Essential Qualifications:** Diploma in Mechanical Engineering (3 Years after SSC - 10th Standard) with minimum 60% marks in Diploma.

**Desirable:** Good knowledge of CAD software, Handling of Material processing equipment/ Maintenance of Cleanroom facilities/Heat Maping/Cryogenics/Cooling Systems.

**Age:** Minimum 16 but not more than 33 years as on 19.08.2021 for OBC category i.e. born on or after 11.08.1988 (both days inclusive).

**Job Profile:**
- a) Assist in the fabrication of equipment and preparation of mechanical designs and drawings for medical/radiological physics research laboratories. Help in mechanical integration of detector systems.
- b) Explore and identify areas where there is scope for automation.
- c) Responsible for maintenance and upkeep of research and student laboratory equipment.
- d) Assist and train master's students.

**Post Code-02:** Scientific Assistant-B (Electronics and Instrumentation)  
**Essential Qualifications:** B.Sc (Electronics) with minimum 60% marks.

**Desirable:** Diploma in Electronics / Electrical Engineering (3 Years after SSC - 10th Standard) with minimum 60% marks in Diploma.

**Age:** Minimum 18 but not more than 30 years as on 10.08.2021 for UR category i.e. born on or after 11.08.1991 (both days inclusive).

**Job Profile:**
- a) Assist in the development of electronics and preparation of electronic circuit designs, pcb designs for medical/radiological physics research laboratories. Help in integration of electronics with detector systems.
- b) Identify faults and perform minor repairs of electronic equipment.
- c) Responsible for maintenance and upkeep of research and student laboratory equipment.
- d) Assist and train master's students.

**Benefits for NISER Staff:**
- In addition to the basic salary, NISER staff members are entitled to the allowances as admissible to Central Government Employees at present.

**Selection Procedure:**
- Written Test (40%) + Personal Interview (40%)
- Trade Test (Qualifying in Nature)

**GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT POST(S) ADVERTISED**

1. The candidates applying for the said post, must go through the detailed advertisement before applying and ensure that they fulfill all the eligibility criteria for the said post as laid down in the advertisement. If the candidate is found ineligible at any stage of recruitment process, he/she will be disqualified and his/her candidature will be cancelled. Hiding of information or submitting false information will lead to cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment. The Institute reserves the right to reject any application without assigning any reason whatsoever.

2. Applicants who are employed in Government, Semi-Government Organizations or Institutions/PSUs should send their applications “THROUGH PROPER CHANNEL” else they will be required to produce a “NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE” from their employer at the time of interview/Trade Test.

3. Mere fulfilling the minimum eligibility criteria mentioned herein may not entitle a candidate to be called for examination / interview. Institute reserves the right to fix higher criteria for short-listing of applications for recruitment. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for Written Examination/Trade Test/Personal Interview depending upon the number of vacancies.

4. The Institute reserves the right to consider to fill or not to fill the position and or any other specialization(s). The Institute has the right to set different as well as higher norms, while short-listing, taking into account the specific requirement.

5. Relaxation in age, educational qualification and/or experience may be considered in case of exceptionally meritorious candidates.

6. Age relaxation shall be given to Divyangjan (PwD), Ex-Serviceman and Government Employees as per Govt. of India rules.

7. The Institute reserves the right to withdraw any advertised post(s) at any time without assigning any reason thereof.

8. The Institute reserves the right to assign/transfer the selected candidates to any section/department within the Institute and appointments will be offered accordingly.

9. This advertisement should not be construed as binding on NISER to make appointment.

10. Examinations/Interview etc. will be conducted at NISER campus at Jatni, Khurda District, Odisha.

11. Candidate are advised to visit NISER website and their registered email ID from time to time for getting information regarding the recruitment process. Any information regarding this recruitment shall be uploaded on NISER website. Call letters shall be sent through the registered email id of shortlisted candidates only.

12. Those who are in employment must submit a “NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE (NOC)” from the employer, at the time of written test/trade test/interview.

**How to apply:**

(i) Only ONLINE applications will be accepted. The applicants should apply online through the website [http://www.niser.ac.in](http://www.niser.ac.in) on or before 10.08.2021.

(ii) Before applying candidates are requested to ensure that they fulfill the eligibility criteria for the post as on the date of eligibility. The on-line applications are purely provisional, subject to verification of details/original documents when the candidate reports for the Trade Test/Personal Interview.

(iii) Before applying the candidate should ensure that he/she is fulfilling all the requisite qualifications and experience if any.

(iv) The candidate should upload the following documents as per the format:
- Soft copy (JPG file) of passport size photograph of the candidate.
- Scanned copy of Signature of the candidate.
- Scanned copy of original/attested copies of educational/certificates of the candidate.
- Scanned copy of original/attested copies of medical certificate of the candidate.
- Scanned copy of address proof.

(v) Candidates should apply ONLINE through the above mentioned website and upload proof of essential qualifications (certificates and mark sheets), proof of experience if any, caste certificate if applicable, age proof, documents related to desirable criteria.

(vi) Email-id for future correspondence is rot-na@niser.ac.in

**GROUNDS OF REJECTION:**

- Application in any other mode except as described above.
- Application of candidate not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.
- Application without relevant self-attested copies of certificates and mark sheets, age proof, caste certificate if applicable.

**DISCLOSURE:**

I. IN CASE IT IS DETECTED AT ANY STAGE OF RECRUITMENT THAT A CANDIDATE DOES NOT FULFILL THE ELIGIBILITY NORMS AND/OR THAT HE/SHE HAS FURNISHED ANY INCORRECT/FALSE INFORMATION OR HAS SUPPRESSED ANY MATERIAL FACT(S), HIS/HER CANDIDATURE WILL STAND CANCELLED. IF ANY OF THESE SHORTCOMINGS IS/ARE DETECTED EVEN AFTER THE APPOINTMENT, HIS/HER SERVICES ARE LIABLE TO BE TERMINATED.

II. DECISION OF NISER IN ALL MATTERS REGARDING ELIGIBILITY, CONDUCT OF EXAMINATION, OTHER TESTS AND SELECTION WILL BE FINAL AND BINDING ON ALL CANDIDATES. NO REPRESENTATION OR CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERTAINED BY THE INSTITUTE IN THIS REGARD.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS:**

All further announcements/details pertaining to this recruitment process will be published provided on NISER website [http://www.niser.ac.in](http://www.niser.ac.in) from time to time.

**DIRECTOR**
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Applications are invited for filling up one (01) vacant post for Unreserved Category in the Grade of Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade) (General Central Service; Group ‘C’; Non-gazetted; Non-ministerial) (Level 2: Rs. 19900-63200/- in the Pay Matrix) in the Directorate of Wheat Development, Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare (Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare), Plot No. 86, Institutional Area, Sector -18, Gurugram, Haryana -122015 on Direct Recruitment basis.

2. Eligibility conditions & Qualifications : (i) Possession of valid driving license for Motor Car and experience of driving for at least for five years. (ii) Knowledge of Motor Mechanism (the candidates should be able to remove minor defects in vehicle). (iii) 10th Standard pass from a recognized Board or Institution.

3. List of duties/responsibilities attached to the post of Staff Car Driver : (i) Drive the Staff Car for all Official purposes for local trips as well as on tour outside the Head Quarters whenever called upon to do by the Director. (ii) Proper cleanliness and maintenance of staff car, maintenance of logbook, inspection of fuel/petrol/diesel consumption and other prescribed record are also part of his duties. (iii) Staff Car Driver is responsible for service/repair of the staff car, whenever required. (iv) Staff car driver may be required to perform such other duties and responsibilities as may be assigned from time to time.

4. Age limit: 25 years; (Relaxable for Government Servants up to 05 years as on closing date for receipt of application).

5. Period of probation: Period of probation will be 2 years for candidates selected on DR basis.

Note: Incomplete applications and applications without self-attested photocopies of certificates and applications received after the last date shall not be considered. This Directorate reserves the right to restrict the number of candidates for recruitment process to a reasonable limit on the basis of qualifications and experience higher than the minimum prescribed in the advertisement. Mere fulfilling the qualifications will not entitle an applicant to be called for interview. The vacancy may be withdrawn at any stage of recruitment process without giving any notice and no communication shall be entertained in this regard.

6. Place of posting: Initial place of posting will be at the Directorate’s present office i.e., Plot No.86, Institutional Area, Sector-18, Gurgaon-122015, Haryana, with the liability of transfer/posting anywhere in India.

7. Persons already employed in Central Govt. / State Govt. / Govt. PSU’s / institutions / Organizations are required to send their application through proper channel only.

8. The duly filled in (typed in A4 size paper) application/completed in all respect should reach to the Director, Directorate of Wheat Development at the aforesaid address within 60 (Sixty) days from the publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. The envelope containing application should be super-scripted as “Application for the post of Staff Car Driver” and must be sent through Registered/Speed Post only.

9. Any candidate found providing any false information or using any unfair means of any kind will be debarred from appearing in the interview and if already selected will be disqualified from service.

B.K. Srivastava
Director
Directorate of Wheat Development
Tel No. 0124-2399258

PROFORMA FOR APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF STAFF CAR DRIVER
(ORDINARY GRADE)

To
The Director,
Directorate of Wheat Development,
(Department of Agriculture, Coop. & Farmers Welfare),
 Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare (GOI),
Plot No. 86, Institutional Area, Sector -18, Gurugram, Haryana -122015

1. Name (in BLOCK LETTERS): 
2. Date of Birth (in Words & Figures): 
3. Age as on closing date of application: 
4. Father/Husband’s Name: 
5. Whether belonging to General/SC/ST/OBC/Ex-servicemen (ESM) (please enclose necessary certificates where necessary)

6. Do you possess a valid driving license? Yes/No
If yes, enclose copy and provide the following information:
(a) Date of issue of driving license: 
(b) Do you possess knowledge of Motor Mechanism? Yes/No
If yes, compulsorily enclose Certificate from the employer
(c) How many years of experience do you have? (if reputed organization, Private, Ltd., Public etc. with the proof of salary drawn etc.) possess for driving a motor car?
(d) Years Months
(Enclose experience certificate from the employer clearly indicating total experience of driving & knowledge of Motor Mechanism)

8. Address for correspondence in Capital letters: 
9. Permanent Address: 
10. Contact No.: 
11. E-mail ID: 
12. Aadhar Card No.: (Enclose copy)
13. Whether registered with Employment Exchange or not? Yes/No

(i) Name of Employment Exchange through which registered: 
(ii) Registration No.: 
(iii) Date of Registration:
(iv) Date up to which registration is valid:
(v) List of attested copies of certificates enclosed: 
(Certified that the above information furnished are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. In case any information is found to be false/doubtful/before or after selection, my candidate is liable to be canceled.)

Date: 
Place: 
Signature of the applicant
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Ministry of Finance
Department of Financial Services

Notice for extension of last date of application
In continuation to this Department advertisement dated 9th April, 2021 whereby applications from eligible candidates were invited for existing, anticipated and unforeseen vacancies upto 31.12.2021 for the post of Registrar and Assistant Registrar in Debts Recovery Appellate Tribunals (DRATs) and Debts Recovery Tribunals (DRTs) in Level 12 (Rs. 78800-209200) and Level -11 (Rs 67700-208700) of the pay matrix, under Department of Financial Services, Ministry of Finance on deputation basis.

The last date for the receipt of duly filled in applications with all the requisite documents in this Department through proper channel has been extended upto 22.07.2021. For details, the applicants may visit the website: finmin.nic.in or at - http://financialservices.gov.in/vacancy.

7. Details of experience, if any:

(Subhashchandra Amin)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

New Delhi, Dated 14th June, 2021
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Allahabad Museum
(Under the aegis of Ministry of Culture, Government of India)
Chandrashekar Azad Park, Kamla Nehru Road
Prayagraj-211002
Notice for advertisement of the post of Director
Applications are invited for appointment to the post of Director in the Allahabad Museum in the Pay Matrix Level-13, Group ‘A’ under Allahabad Museum Society on deputation and direct recruitment basis. The post carries allowances as per Central Government rules.
Application form and other complete details regarding qualifications, age etc. can be obtained from the website of the Museum www.themailahabadmuseum.com. Already applied applicant against advertisement published on 3 April, 2021 in Employment News need not apply again. The application forms duly completed in all respect should reach by Speed Post to the Director, Allahabad Museum, Chandrashekar Azad Park, Kamla Nehru Road, Prayagraj-211002 on or before 30 July, 2021. The sealed envelope containing application form should compulsorily be superscribed “Application for Director”
Sunil Gupta
Director (c)</p>

University Grants Commission
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi-110002
HIRING OF JUNIOR CONSULTANTS (ON CONTRACT BASIS) FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION BUREAU
The University Grants Commission (UGC), New Delhi invites online applications for hiring Consultants in the following category to perform the various functions of Distance Education Bureau (DEB)-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
<th>Range Consultancy fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Junior Consultants</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>Rs. 50,000-60,000 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To be decided by the competent authority at the time of selection.
Eligibility, criteria, qualification and other relevant details can be accessed from UGC website www.ugc.ac.in/jobs Last date for filling up the online application is 12.07.2021.
Prof. Rajnish Jain
Secretary, UGC
dawp 21256/11.0000/2122

TEZPUR UNIVERSITY
(A Central University)
Tezpur - 784 028 (ASSAM)
Advertisement No. 08/2021

Applications through ONLINE portal can be submitted from 14.06.2021 (09:00 AM) to 14.06.2021 (17:00 PM). Last date of submission of filled-in applications through ONLINE portal is 14.06.2021 (23:59 PM). Last date of submission of duly signed hard copy of the online application along with supporting documents is 15.06.2021 (05:00 PM).

Applications through ONLINE mode only available in Tezpur University ONLINE Recruitment Portal http://tezunt.assam.gov.in (please type the link in your browser and press ENTER key) are invited from eligible candidates for the following posts:

**PART-A: Details of the post(s), number of post(s), pay bands, age limit and reservations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Post(s)</th>
<th>Department/Oifice</th>
<th>Classification of Posts</th>
<th>Pay Level</th>
<th>Age Limit (in years)</th>
<th>Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Internal Auditor (01)</td>
<td>(01) on Deputation</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-12 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 76,800-(Pre-revised PB-3, Rs. 65,600-70,600-80,500-90,600-95,500-10,700-11,000-20,000-25,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 7,600/-</td>
<td>Not exceeding 50 Years</td>
<td>UR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Deputy Librarian (01)</td>
<td>(01) Central Library</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-12 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 76,800-(Pre-revised PB-3, Rs. 65,600-70,600-80,500-90,600-95,500-10,700-11,000-20,000-25,000-35,000-45,000) + Academic Grade Pay of Rs. 8,000/-</td>
<td>Not exceeding 50 Years</td>
<td>UR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Information Scientist (01)</td>
<td>(01) Central Library</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-10 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 65,100-(Pre-revised PB-3, Rs. 49,000-54,500-58,000-63,000-68,000-80,000-90,000-10,000-15,000-20,000-25,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 5,400/-</td>
<td>Not exceeding 35 Years</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Assistant Registrar (02)</td>
<td>(02) Administration</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-10 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 65,100-(Pre-revised PB-3, Rs. 49,000-54,500-58,000-63,000-68,000-80,000-90,000-10,000-15,000-20,000-25,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 5,400/-</td>
<td>Not exceeding 35 Years</td>
<td>1UR, 1SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Upper Division Clerk (04)</td>
<td>(04) Administration</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-4 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 25,500-(Pre-revised PB-1, Rs. 20,000-22,000-24,000-26,000-30,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 4,000/-</td>
<td>Between 18-27 Years</td>
<td>2UR, 1SC, 1ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Lower Division Clerk (04)</td>
<td>(04) Administration</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-2 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 19,000-(Pre-revised PB-1, Rs. 13,200-14,200-16,000-17,000-20,000-20,000-25,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 3,600/-</td>
<td>Between 18-27 Years</td>
<td>1UR, 1SC, 1ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Junior Accountant (02)</td>
<td>(02) Administration</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-4 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 25,500-(Pre-revised PB-1, Rs. 20,000-22,000-24,000-26,000-30,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 4,000/-</td>
<td>Between 18-27 Years</td>
<td>1SC, 1ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Technical Assistant (01)</td>
<td>(01) (Physic)</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Level-5 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 29,200-(Pre-revised PB-1, Rs. 20,800-23,200-26,000-29,000-35,000-45,000) + Grade Pay of Rs. 5,400/-</td>
<td>Between 18-27 Years</td>
<td>EWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A - Lien vacancy up to 23.03.2022**
**B - 01 (UR) Lien vacancy up to 29.12.2022**
**C - 01 (EWS) Anticipated vacancy**
**D - 01 (OBC) Lien vacancy up to 16.10.2023**

**ABBREVIATIONS:** UR-Unreserved, OBC-Other Backward Classes, Non-Creamy Layer, SC-Scheduled Caste, ST-Scheduled Tribe, PWD-Person with Disability, EWS-Economically Weaker Sections.

**Note 1:** The above pay bands carry other allowances admissible as per Government of India rules.

**Note 2:** With respect to age limit, the crucial reckoning date shall be the last date of receipt of applications as mentioned in the advertisement.

**Note 3:** The post of Internal Audit Officer shall be filled up on Deputation for a maximum period of five (5) years. The deputation shall be on the standard terms of deputation contained in DoPTO.M. No. 2019-DoP&AO.II/2019-20, dated 05.01.1994, as amended from time to time [read with DoP&T, M. No. 6/2009-DoP&AII dated 17.06.2010].

**Note 4:** Age prescribed as above is for general category applicants. Relaxation of upper age limit shall be admissible as below:

- Up to 5 years for Government servants in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government for all Group-A & B level posts.
- For departmental candidates up to 40 years in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Central Government.
- For candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes & Scheduled Tribes and 3 years for applicants belonging to OBC (Non-Creamy Layer) for such reserved post only, if any in addition to relaxations at (i) & (ii) above, wherever applicable.
- For persons with disabilities (PwD) in addition to relaxations at (i), (ii) & (iii) above, wherever applicable.
- The age relaxation as above shall not be admissible for the applicants (SCST/OBC) against the unreserved (UR) post(s), however, this will be admissible to candidates belonging to PWD categories.
- Further, age relaxation (in addition to relaxations as above) may also be considered for internal candidates (working in Tezpur University in various capacities on temporary/contract basis) as per Tezpur University rules.

**Note 5:** As per the Government of India's latest orders, Personal Interview for all positions except for Group-A has been discontinued at Tezpur University w.e.f. 01.01.2012. Accordingly, the merit of the candidates will be determined according to the requirements of qualification(s), etc., as prescribed in the advertisement and written test/skill test (where required) as per the provisions of DoPT, Government of India, Rules. Accordingly, details of Personal Interview and/or Written Test/Skill Test/overall evaluation shall be notified in due course.

**Note 6:** The posts marked as A, B, C & D above at Page No. 2 are lien/anticipated vacancies at the moment and likely to be continued as anticipated vacancies. If the regular incumbent reverts to their posts on or before expiry of the lien period, the appointment against this advertisement shall be terminated with one month's notice. If the regular incumbents don't revert back and the lien in respect of the regular incumbents end on or after the lien period, appointment against this advertisement will continue as permanent.
Continued from page 14

**THE NATIONAL LAW INSTITUTE UNIVERSITY**
KIRWA DNA ROAD, BHOPAL - 462 044 (M.P.)

**RECRUITMENT NOTIFICATION (No.-/2021-MUD)**

NLU, Bhopal invites applications for the following academic positions with various specializations:

1. **Professor of Law ADR (Leave Vacancy)** - 1 Post
2. **Professor of Cyber Law** - 1 Post
3. **Associate Professor** - 5 Posts
4. **Assistant Professor** - 7 Posts

(a) Last date for receipt of applications: 30-06-2021 up to 5:00 pm.
(b) For application and other details, please visit www.nlubh.in

Registrar
EN 13/10

**INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH MOHALI**

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Mohali, an Institution of National Importance, invites applications from suitable Indian nationals for appointment to the post of Deputy Registrar (Finance & Accounts). Last date for submission of application forms is 10.07.2021 up to 5:00 p.m.

For details regarding educational qualifications, experience, general conditions, etc., please visit the Institute’s website www.iisermohali.ac.in

EN 13/46

**CHENNAI METRO RAIL LIMITED**

A Joint Venture of Govt. of India, Tamil Nadu State Government, and BEML Limited, has appointed an entity for the implementation of its Metro Rail Project. Before applying for the post mentioned above, please refer to the details mentioned in the employment notification published in CMRL’s website

www.cmrcltd.org

Note: All the details mentioned above shall be considered as the final and binding. The University reserves the right to fill up or not to fill up any of the vacancies.

Advt. No. 04/2021

**DIPR@DEL/DIPS/2021**

Joint General Manager (HR).

EN 13/34

**Continued from page 14**

**Applicant Fee**
- A non-refundable application fee of Rs. 500/- (Rupees five hundred only) (Exempted for SC/ST/PWD categories)
- Mode of payment: Through online bank transfer, for which details are as below:
  - Account Name: Tezpur University Recurring Savings Bank Account No. 37854250831
  - Bank Name & Branch: State Bank of India, Tezpur University Branch
  - IFSC Code: SBIN041259
  - IFS Code: SBIN041259

Applicants must submit copy of the e-generated receipt of the payment along with the hard copy of the application.

PART-B: Details of the minimum educational qualification(s), experience, etc.

**Sl. No.** | **Post(s)** | **Office, No. of Post(s)** | **Reservation** | **Minimum educational qualification, desirable qualification/ experience, etc.**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1. | Internal Audit Officer (on Deputation) (Administration) (1-UR) |  |  | Officers holding analogous posts on regular basis or with five (5) years’ regular experience in the scale of pay of Rs. 10,000-32,500-15,200/- (5th CPC)/Rs. 15,600-39,100/- (6th CPC) plus Grade Pay of Rs. 6,600/- (5th CPC) / Level-11 with rationalized entry Pay of Rs. 67,700/- from the Central Govt., States, Universities and other autonomous organizations. Please refer to NOTE (3) at pre-page.
2. | Deputy Librarian (Central Library) (1-UR) |  |  | i) A Master’s degree in Library Science / Information Science / Documentation Science with at least 55% marks or an equivalent grade in a point-scale, wherever grading system is followed.
   ii) Eight years’ experience as an Assistant University Librarian / College Librarian.
   iii) Evidence of innovative library services including integration of ICT in Library.
   iv) A Ph.D. degree in Library Science / Information Science / Documentation Science / Archives and manuscript keeping/computerization of library.
3. | Information Scientist (Central Library) (1-OBC) |  |  | i) Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science (MLISc) with at least 55% marks or an equivalent grade in a point-scale, wherever grading system is followed.
   ii) Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Applications (PGDCA) or M.Sc. in Computer Science/Information Technology.
   iii) Knowledge of Computer Science and Engineering.
4. | Assistant Registrar (Administration) (1-UR, 1-EWS) |  |  | Essential: A Bachelor’s degree from any recognized university.
   Desirable: Working knowledge of computer.
5. | Upper Division Clerk (Administration) (2-UR, 1-OBC, 1-EWS) |  |  | Essential: A Bachelor’s degree from any recognized university.
   Desirable: Working knowledge of computer.
6. | Lower Division Clerk (04) | (1-UR, 2-OBC, 1-SC) |  | (i) 12th class or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or University.
   (ii) A typing speed of 30 w.p.m. in English on manual typewriter or typing speed of 35 w.p.m., in English on computer.
   Desirable: Candidates with experience in handling sophisticated laboratory equipment.
8. | Technical Assistant (Physics) (1-EWS) |  |  | Essential: B. Sc. in Physics from a recognised University.
   Desirable: Demonstrated ability in the laboratory/Workshop environment.

More fulfillment of minimum eligibility criteria shall not entitle a person for consideration. The decision of the Screening Committee(s) for short-listing of candidates shall be final and binding. The University reserves the right to fill up or not to fill up any of the vacancies.

After submission of the ONLINE application in the portal, a duly signed hard copy (pdf) of the completed application(s) must be submitted to “The Registrar, Tezpur University, Tezpur-784 028, Assam” along with all necessary enclosures excluding the proof of submission of application fee and “No Objection Certificate (NOC)”, wherever applicable, latest by 23.07.2021. The envelope containing the application should be superscribed “Application for the post of...” (name of the post), Advt. No. 08/2021, Candidates(s) willing to apply for more than one post shall submit separate applications and fees. Application(s) received after the last date or incomplete in any form or without the application fee shall be summarily rejected. Those in employment must submit ‘No Objection Certificate’ from the concerned employer. However, one may send a copy of the application as “ADVANCE COPY” within the closing date. In such a case, the original application forwarded by the employer and/or under the “NOC” should reach the undersigned within ten (10) days from the last date of submission of applications.

EN 13/55

**HaryanaJobs.in**

**Thapar University**

---

4. These vacancies are not open for physically challenged persons or ex-service.
5. ITBP reserves the right to make changes in the sequence of the recruitment process as given in the detailed advertisement.

HaryanaJobs.in

davp 19143/11/0003/2122

EN 13/23
1. **Name of the post**

1. **ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (CIVIL ENGINEERING) ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS**

   **For Direct Recruitment:**
   - B. E./B. Tech./B. S. and M. E./M. Tech./M.S. or Integrated M. Tech., in relevant branch with first class or equivalent in any one of the degrees

   1. Equivalence for PhD is based on publication of 5 International Journal papers, each Journal having a cumulative impact index of not less than 2.0, with incumbent as the main author and all 5 publications being in the authors' area of specialization.
   2. PhD shall be from a recognized University.
   3. Experience at Diploma Institutions is also considered equivalent to experience in degree level Institutions at appropriate level and as applicable. However, qualifications as above shall be mandatory.
   4. If a first class/division is not awarded, minimum of 60% marks in aggregate shall be considered equivalent to first class/division. If a Grade Point System is adopted the CGPA will be converted into equivalent marks as below:

   **Grade Points** | **Equivalent percentage**
   --- | ---
   8.25 | 55%
   8.75 | 60%
   7.75 | 70%
   8.25 | 75%

   (Subject to conversion formula not provided by the degree awarding University/Institutions)

   5. B. Sc. (Engineering) shall be treated as equivalent to B.E./B.Tech.

   6. M. Sc. (Engineering), and MS shall be treated as equivalent to ME / M.Tech. The MS degree shall be considered equivalent to M.Tech. for all purposes, provided MS degree has been acquired from the Institutions of national importance as recognized by MHRD and the basic degree should be BE/B.Tech. in relevant branch. MS degree awarded by an accredited foreign Universities/Institutions shall be considered provided that the equivalency of MS degree has been approved by AIU.

   7. Candidates who have done PhD after the Bachelor's Degree from institution of National importance with GATE/ GPAT/ GSEI shall be eligible for the post of Assistant Professor.

   **Eligibility Criteria:**
   - The candidate must be a citizen of India.
   - The educational qualification, experience, age and other eligibility condition as stipulated in advertisement shall be determined as on the 1st June, 2021.

   **AGE LIMIT:**
   - **Name of the post** | **Age Limit**
   - Professor | 55 years
   - Associate Professor | 50 years
   - Assistant Professor | 35 years

   **Conditions for age relaxation:**

   - Retired Government Servants upto 5 years in accordance with the instructions/orders issued by Govt. of India from time to time. The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the 01.06.2021. Candidates who are:
     - born on or before 01.06.1996 will not be eligible for the post of Professor.
     - born on or before 01.06.1997 will not be eligible for the post of Associate Professor.
     - born on or before 01.06.1986 will not be eligible for the post of Assistant Professor.
   - (i) The age relaxation for SC/ST candidates will be 5 years as per Govt. of India instructions.
   - (ii) The age relaxation for OBC candidates will be 3 years as per Govt. of India instructions.
   - (iii) The age relaxation for PWD candidates will be 10 years (5 years for SC/ST and 13 years for OBC candidates) as per Govt. of India instructions.


   One-Time relaxation up to the 5 years with equiivalant to the period of contractual service as faculty member rendered in these Institutes.

   **Reservation Benefits:**
   - Reservation benefits will be available to the EWS/SC/ST/OBC/PWD in accordance with the instructions/Orders issued from time to time by the Govt. of Delhi.
   - Candidates who wish to be considered against reserved vacancies and for to seek

   Note: Out of the above required research publications as mentioned in the essential qualifications for the post of Professor and Associate Professor, minimum 6 publications should be Science Citation index (SCI) or Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE).
Coastal Aquaculture Authority
Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying
5th floor, Integrated Office Complex for Animal Husbandry and Fisheries Department
Veterinary Hospital Road, Fandep, Nandanam, Chennai – 600035.

The Coastal Aquaculture Authority (CAA) is an Autonomous Body under the Administrative Control of Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying, Government of India invites application for filling up the posts on transfer on deputation basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pay scale of the post</th>
<th>Method of recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assistant Director (Technical)</td>
<td>Level – 10 in Pay Matrix (pre-revised pay scale Rs. 15600 - 39100 + Grade Pay Rs. 5400 in PB-3)</td>
<td>Deputation (including short term contract)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
<td>Level – 6 in Pay Matrix (pre-revised pay scale Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay Rs. 2400 in PB-2)</td>
<td>Deputation basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stenographer Grade ‘C’</td>
<td>Level – 6 in Pay Matrix (pre-revised pay scale Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay Rs. 2400 in PB-2)</td>
<td>Deputation basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Senior Clerk</td>
<td>Level – 4 in Pay Matrix (pre-revised pay scale Rs. 5200-20200 + Grade Pay Rs. 2400 in PB-1)</td>
<td>Deputation basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VACANCY NOTICE

Applications are invited in prescribed form from eligible Officers of Central Govt./State Government/ Autonomous Bodies/ Central University/State University/ Sector Undertaking for filling up the posts of Deputy Controller of Finance & Accounts (DCFAA) at National Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship and Management (NIFTEM). Details are given in Annexure ‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.niftem.ac.in.

For more details of the posts and eligibility conditions, please visit our website http://www.niftem.ac.in. The last date of receipt of the application is 30 (Thirty) Days from the date of publication of the vacancy in the Employment News.

continued from page 15

Note:

1. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

2. The candidates already in Govt./Semi-Govt service / Autonomous Institutions/ PSU/ Universities/must apply by ‘uploading the No Objection Certificate’ along with their applications. In case any candidate fails to upload No Objection Certificate, the same is mandatorily to be produced at the time of Interview, if shortlisted.

3. The candidates should submit their applications online on or before 16.07.2021 (Friday) and thereafter send the printout of it with self-attested copies of all documents in support of academic and research performance and other scholarly and academic credentials/ accomplishments on or before 02.08.2021 (Monday).

4. The candidates shortlisted for the interview shall be informed by E-mail/website.

5. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

6. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

7. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

8. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

9. The last date for filling up the online applications 16.07.2021 (Friday) till 12.00 pm (night). The hard copy (Print out) of filled application form along with all enclosures covering the candidates credentials like Educational Qualifications, experience, pay scale/remuneration drawn, NGC from the employer, etc. (as per list) must reach on or before 16.07.2021 (Friday) to "The Director, CS/ST/PWD, CAA, Chennai - 600035".

Address for submission of Hard Copy- The Registrar, CAA, Chennai.

Note: CS/ST/PWD candidates who are applying for General Category post will have to pay the fees as per Sub-Clause (b) above.

1. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

2. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

3. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

4. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

5. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

6. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

7. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

Address for submission of Hard Copy- The Registrar, CAA, Chennai.

Note: CS/ST/PWD candidates who are applying for General Category post will have to pay the fees as per Sub-Clause (b) above.

1. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

2. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

3. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

4. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

5. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

6. The candidates are advised to go through the Guidelines for Screening cum Assessment for direct appointment to the position of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor at Annexe-‘A’, which is available with the detailed advertisement published on University website http://www.nusl.ac.in.

Address for submission of Hard Copy- The Registrar, CAA, Chennai.
SHYAMA PRASAD MUKHERJI COLLEGE
University of Delhi
Punjabi Bagh (West), New Delhi - 110026
Ph: 22224489, Email: spmcolllegeedu@gmail.com

Advertisement No. SPMC/Adv/NT-2021/01
Applications are invited for the following permanent Non-Teaching posts in the Pay Level as per VII CPC mentioned below with usual allowance permissible under the University of Delhi/UGC rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code</th>
<th>Posts</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>OBC</th>
<th>EWS</th>
<th>PwBD</th>
<th>Pay Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC01</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Administrative Officer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0(LD)</td>
<td>Pay Level 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC02</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Senior Personal Assistant</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0(HR)</td>
<td>Pay Level 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC03</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Senior Assistant</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0(HR)</td>
<td>Pay Level 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC04</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Laboratory Assistant (Computer)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pay Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC05</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>Tabla Accompanist</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pay Level 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC06</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Junior Assistant</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pay Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC07</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Library Attendant</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pay Level 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UR-Unreserved, SC-Scheduled Caste, ST-Scheduled Tribe, OBC-Other Backward Classes. EWS-Economically Weaker Section, PwBD-Person with Benchmark Disabilities, VI-Visual Impairment including Blindness (B) and Low Vision (LV), LD-LOCOMOTOR Disabilities including Cerebral Palsy (CP), Leprosy Cured (LC), Dwarfism (Dw), Acid Attack Victim (AV), Muscular Dystrophy (MD), HI-Hearing Impairment including Deaf (D) and Hard of Hearing (HH), OBD-Other Backward Disabilities including Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)-Mild & Moderate, Intellectual Disability (ID), Specific Learning Disability (SLD), Mental Illness (MI), Multiple Disabilities (MD).

For complete details, Instructions, General Conditions, Eligibility Criteria, Scheme of Exam, and application form, please visit the college website http://spmc.in or Delhi University website www.du.ac.in. The prescribed application form accompanied by self-attested copies of all the required certificates must reach the college office before the last date. The last date for sending the application is 16th July 2021. Those in service should apply through proper channel.

College reserves the right to fill or not to fill the above mentioned post(s). The number of posts Unreserved reserved may increase or decrease as per DU/UGC rules. Eligibility criteria and qualification are as per the University of Delhi/UGC norms. The fee is non-refundable.

Any addendum/corrigendum will be posted on the college website only. It shall be the responsibility of the candidate to monitor the same.

The recruitment of above mentioned post(s) will be subject to the approval of UGC and University of Delhi.

Annexure

F. No. 12025/1/2021 Admn I
Government of India

Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying
Department of Fisheries

The Department of Fisheries invites applications for the following posts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post, Classification and Scale</th>
<th>No. of Vacancies</th>
<th>Method of Recruitment</th>
<th>Address for Sending Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Deputy Commissioner (Fisheries), Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying PB-3, Rs. 15600-39100 - + 7600- + (GP) revised to Level-12 (Rs. 76000-209200) of Pay Matrix of 7th CPC</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Deputation (including Short-Term Contract)</td>
<td>Shri Khamb Khan Suan, Under Secretary (Admn), Department of Fisheries, 1st Floor, 36, Chander Lok Building, Janpath, New Delhi-110001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Vacancies of the posts mentioned above may increase or decrease.***

For eligibility criteria, i.e. educational qualification, experience, bio-data proforma etc. the applicant are advised to visit the official website of this Department www.doif.gov.in. The applications for a particular post, complete in all respects, should be forwarded through proper channel to the address mentioned above within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.

3. The name of the post applied for should be superscribed in bold letters on the envelope containing the application.

(Khamb Khan Suan)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel. 011-23310344
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Annexure

F. No. 12022/3/2020 Admn I
Government of India

Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying
Department of Fisheries

The Department of Fisheries invites applications for the following posts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post, Classification and Scale</th>
<th>No. of Vacancies</th>
<th>Method of Recruitment</th>
<th>Address for Sending Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Assistant Commissioner (Fishing Harbour), Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying PB-3, Rs. 15600-39100 - + 6600- + (GP) revised to Level-11 (Rs. 67700-208700) of Pay Matrix of 7th CPC</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Composite Method (including Short-Term Contract)</td>
<td>Shri Khamb Khan Suan, Under Secretary (Admn), 1st Floor, Chander Lok Building, 36, Chander Lok, New Delhi-110001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Vacancies of the posts mentioned above may increase or decrease.***

For eligibility criteria, i.e. educational qualification, experience, bio-data proforma etc. the applicant are advised to refer to the official website of this Department www.doif.gov.in. The applications for a particular post, complete in all respects, should be forwarded through proper channel to the address mentioned above within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. The above post has already been advertised in Employment News dated 14-20 November, 2020 and dated 20-26 November, 2021 in the Central Level Advertisement No. 12022/3/2020-AdmnI. If the candidate has already applied in response to the previous advertisement he/she may not need to apply again.

3. The name of the post applied for should be superscribed in bold letters on the envelope containing the application.

(Khamb Khan Suan)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel. 011-23310351
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Other allowances as admissible under Central Govt. Rules.

The last date of receipt of online applications for the posts is 9th July, 2021. For online application and details of advertisement, please visit our website: https://www.nscm.gov.in/recruitment.
FCI Aravali Gypsum and Minerals India Limited
(A Government of India Undertaking) Mini Ratna-II
Mangu Singh Rajvi Marg, Patia B Road, Jodhpur (Rajasthan) - 342006
Engagement of Consultants on Contract Basis
Advt. No. FAGMIL/Consultant/2011/III

FCI Aravali Gypsum and Minerals India Limited (FAGMIL), a Public Sector Undertaking (Mini Ratna Category-II), under the administrative control of Department of Fertilizers, Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, Govt. of India, invites online applications from eligible candidates for filling up the post of Consultant on contract basis, as per details hereunder:

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Consultant (Medical)</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
<th>Monthly Remuneration</th>
<th>Specification Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>40000/-</td>
<td>MBBS from recognized Institute with minimum 05 years experience. Valid registration certificate is mandatory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For detailed advertisement and other terms and conditions please visit FAGMIL website: www.fagmil.nic.in. Last date of application is 09.07.2021.

Government of India
Serious Fraud Investigation Office
B-3 Wing, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi- 110003
No. 2/1/2011-Admn.SFO
Notice for Extension of Last Date
The closing date for receipt of applications in respect of various vacant posts to be filled in the above office is 20.07.2021. The other conditions mentioned in the advertisement are further extended up to 20.07.2021.

daqp 071022/105111/2122

Defence Research Laboratory (DRL)
Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO)
Post Bag 2, Tezpur-784001, Assam
Phone: 0371-2589336; FAX: 0371-2585834
Applications for Research Associate and Junior Research Fellowship
Applications are invited from energetic and enthusiastic candidates with zeal to work at high altitude areas for the following posts of JRF Research Fellowships and Research Associates at DRL(DRDO), Tezpur, Assam.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of Fellowship</th>
<th>Essential Qualifications</th>
<th>No. of Vacancy</th>
<th>Stipend per month</th>
<th>Age Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Research Associate</td>
<td>Ph.D in Zoology/Entomology/ Horticulture/Forest Science &amp; Technology/Microbiology/Biotechnology/Environmental Science/ Life Sciences.</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>Rs.54,000/-</td>
<td>55 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>JRF Research Fellow (JRF)</td>
<td>M. Tech / M.E in Textile Engineering or M.Sc in Biotechnology with NET qualification or M. Pharm.</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Rs.31,000/-</td>
<td>26 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>JRF Research Fellow (JRF)</td>
<td>M.Sc in Botany/Microbiology/Biotechnology/Environmental Science/Life Sciences with NET qualification.</td>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Information:
(i) Cutoff Date: Age and Education qualification will be counted as on 31/07/2021. Age limit is relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC candidates.
(ii) Place of work: Place of work is DRL, Tezpur and its detachments at Salari and Tawang in Arunachal Pradesh
(iii) Tenure: Tenure of JRF is initially 2 years, which is extendable as per Govt rules and that of RA is two years (max). Award of Fellowship/Associate does not confer any right of absorption or employment in DRDO.
(iv) How to apply: Interested candidates must submit his/her Bio-data elaborating personal data, contact details and brief on educational, professional qualifications, experiences, publications etc. (max 2 pages) along with self-attested copies of all certificates mentioned in the.RECRUITMENT OF NON-TEACHING STAFF National Institute of Technology Andhra Pradesh
Near National Highway No. 16, Kadapa, Tadepalligudem - 534101
West Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India

RECRUITMENT OF NON-TEACHING STAFF National Institute of Technology Andhra Pradesh, Tadepalligudem is an Institution of National importance declared by an Act of Parliament, offers several undergraduate, postgraduate & doctoral programmes in Technology, Science, Humanities, Management and allied areas and also provides excellent ambience for academic research and co-curricular activities.

The applications in the prescribed format are invited from Indian Nationals for various Non-Teaching Staff posts of the Institute. The prescribed online application form & other details are available in the Institute website www.nitp.ac.in. Last date for filling and submission of online application is 10.07.2021 up to 05:00 PM.

Viswanath National Institute of Technology Andhra Pradesh
Near National Highway No. 16, Kadapa, Tadepalligudem - 534101
West Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India

M/R Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
D/o Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
NERFMT & TI, Biswanath Chariali- 784176 (ASSAM)
No. 1/2/2021-Estt.

VACANCY CIRCULAR
ADVERTISEMENT No. NERFMT/05/2021
Applications are invited on plain paper for one Reserved Post i.e. Other Backward Class (OBC) of Senior Technical Assistant which is to be filled on Direct Recruitment basis and the post does not come for Papua in the category of the Director, North Eastern Region (F), Tawang 

and Testing Institute, Biswanath Chariali, Dist. Biswanath (Assam)- 784176 in Level-9 in the pay matrix (Rs.35,400-114,400). The eligibility criteria and application format can be downloaded from NERFMT & TI (Assam) website i.e. nerfmiti.nic.in/ffd/buduni.gov.in/ 
norfmti.gov.in / srsmfti.dbctnet.gov.in and Deptt. of Agri, Co-operation and Farmers Welfare website: agricoop.nic.in. The application in duly filled up should be reached to the office within 45 days from the date of issue of publication in Employment News.
**DIRECTORATE GENERAL BORDER SECURITY FORCE, NEW DELHI**

**PERS DTE – RECTT SECTION**

**ADVERTISEMENT FOR RECRUITMENT OF VARIOUS POSTS OF PARA MEDICAL AND VETERINARY STAFF IN BSF-2020-21**

Applications are invited through online mode from male & female Indian Citizens for appointment of the following combined (non-gazetted) posts in Group “B” & Group “C” for Para Medical Staff and Veterinary Staff in the Border Security Force, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Post</th>
<th>Gen/UR</th>
<th>EWS</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>OBC</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Pay Band and Grade Pay</th>
<th>Education Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI [Staff Nurse] (Group-B Post)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21-30 years</td>
<td>Level-6</td>
<td>Rs. 35,400-1,12,400+:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) 10+2 or equivalent;</td>
<td>ii) Degree/Diploma in General Nursing Programme;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Desirable Experience in the field of Tuberculosis, Hospital Administration, Sister Tutor, Public Health, Pediatrics, Psychiatry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Operation Theatre Technician (Group-C Post)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>20-25 years</td>
<td>Level – 5</td>
<td>Rs. 29,200-54,500+:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) 10+2 with Science or its equivalent plus Diploma in Operation Technique or Certificate in relevant subject from an institute recognized by the Central or the State Government.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Laboratory Technician (Group-C Post)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18-25 years</td>
<td>Level – 5</td>
<td>Rs. 29,200-54,500+:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) 10+2 with Science or equivalent from a recognized Board or Institution.</td>
<td>ii) Diploma in Medical Laboratory Technology from a recognized Institution of the Central or the State Government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (Ward Boy/Ward Girl/Aya) (Group-C Post)</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>18-25 years</td>
<td>Level – 3</td>
<td>Rs. 21,700-61,000+:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) Pass in Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized University or Board;</td>
<td>ii) (a) Two years work experience in respective trade; or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i) 10th class from a recognized Board;</td>
<td>(b) Two years experience in handling of animals from Government Veterinary hospital or dispensary of Veterinary College or Government Farm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

(i) The application will be accepted through online mode only.

(ii) Last date for acceptance of application will be 30 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in Employment News Paper.

(iii) The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of applications.

(iv) Vacancies are subject to change (may increase or decrease).

(v) 15% vacancies are reserved for Ex-Servicemen in the post of SI/Staff Nurse, HC/Veterinary & CT/Ward Boy/Ward Girl/Aya) only.

(vi) Candidates are advised to log in at www.bsf.gov.in for detailed advertisement and submission of application.

(vii) Applications are invited through online mode from male & female Indian Citizens for appointment of the following combined (non-gazetted) posts in Group “B” & Group “C” for Para Medical Staff and Veterinary Staff in the Border Security Force, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

**VETERINARY STAFF**

<p>| | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC [Veterinary] (Group-C Post)</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18-25 years</td>
<td>Level-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constable (Kennelman) (Group-C Post)</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18-25 years</td>
<td>Level – 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications are invited for appointment to the two posts of **Staff Car Drivers (Ordinary Grade)** in the Pay Level-1 (Rs. 19900-63200) on Absorption / Deputation basis from officials holding the post of Dispatch Rider on regular basis or regular Group “C” employees in pay level-1 in the pay matrix (Rs. 18000-56900) of the Ministries of Government of India. Applications from Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve within a period of one year may also apply.

2. Application in the prescribed format may be sent through proper channel to Shri Satender Prasad, Under Secretary (Admn.), Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals, Room No. 434, C-Wing, Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi within 60 days from the publication of this advertisement. The application proforma and the details about the ibid circular may be downloaded from the website of the Department: www.chemicals.nic.in or be obtained from this office on any working day.

(H. Kam Suanthang)

Director, Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals
Room No. 236-A, A-Wing, Shastri Bhavan
New Delhi-110001
Tel.No. 011-23070712

davp 02101/11/0005/2122
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**Government of India**

**Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers**

**Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals**

Applications are invited for appointment to the two posts of **Staff Car Drivers (Ordinary Grade)** in the Pay Level-1 (Rs. 19900-63200) on Absorption / Deputation basis from officials holding the post of Dispatch Rider on regular basis or regular Group “C” employees in pay level-1 in the pay matrix (Rs. 18000-56900) of the Ministries of Government of India. Applications from Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve within a period of one year may also apply.

2. Application in the prescribed format may be sent through proper channel to Shri Satender Prasad, Under Secretary (Admn.), Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals, Room No. 434, C-Wing, Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi within 60 days from the publication of this advertisement. The application proforma and the details about the ibid circular may be downloaded from the website of the Department: www.chemicals.nic.in or be obtained from this office on any working day.

(J. Kam Suanthang)

Director, Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals
Room No. 236-A, A-Wing, Shastri Bhavan
New Delhi-110001
Tel.No. 011-23070712

davp 02101/11/0005/2122
EN 13/65

**Directorate of Wheat Development**

**Directorate of Wheat Development**

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
Plat No. 36, Sector-18, Institutional Area, Gurgaon 122015 (Haryana)
Tel/Fax: 0124-2399252 (Extn. 0), E-mail: dibwd.goa@nic.in, dibwd@nic.in

Applications are invited for engagement of **One Consultant** to be filled on purely contractual basis for working in the Directorate of Wheat Development (DWD), Ghamab, The Consultant will be working under National Food Security Mission (NFMS) scheme during 2021-22.

A. **Name & No. of the post:** Consultant, One.

Remuneration: Rs. 65,000/- (Honorarium) + 3,000/- (transport allowance) per month.

**Educational Qualification/Experience essential:**

- Master Degree in Agronomy/ Agricultural Extension / Soil Science / Plant Breeding / Crop Improvement/Plant Protection / or any other agricultural subject /or M. Tech in Agricultural Engineering or other discipline of agricultural sciences

- At least 8 years of field experience in crop production / mechanization or working as Technical Assistants at National Level and State / District Consultant. Doctorate Degree holders in the field of Agricultural Sciences may be given preference.

- Ability to analyze data and preparation of projects, writing reports/ seminar notes/articles as evident by publication in national and international journals/study

- The person should have the ability of team leadership & motivation.

**Age limit:** Below 65 years (as on closing date of application).

**Last date of receipt of application:** 20 days from the date of publication in Employment News paper.

The applications should reach us by **Registered/Speed Post only** before the last date and not by hand or by any other method. Any application received after the 20 days of publication will not be entertained in any way.

**Charge in salary should be subject to variation of Government of India Rules.**

The Application Form, Terms of Reference (TOR) and other details in respect of above posts can be viewed/downloaded from this Directorate’s website (http://dibwd.nic.in).
Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying

(Department of Fisheries)

Central Institute of Fisheries Engineering and Training (CIFNET), Fine Arts Avenue, Cochin -16

ADMISSION NOTIFICATION 2021

Applications are invited for the admission of BFSc(NS)/VNC/MFC for the year 2021-2022 and the application form and prospectus can be downloaded from CIFNET website: www.cifnet.gov.in and applied with necessary documents.

BACHELOR OF FISHERY SCIENCE (NAUTICAL SCIENCE)

COURSE DETAILS
1. Four year degree programme (8 semester) with integrated practical & on board training on ocean going fishing vessels.
2. Affiliated to CUSAT, Kochi, recognized by UGC and approved by DG Shipping, Mumbai.
3. The course will be conducted at CIFNET, Kochi only.
4. They are eligible for CDC

ELIGIBILITY: 10 + 2 with minimum 50% marks in all subjects of PCB or PCM and only pass in 10 + 2 with PCB or PCM is enough for SC/ST and the candidates, who are appearing for 10+2 exams during 2021 are also eligible.

AGE: (17 to 20 years as on 1st October, 2021/ max. age for lateral entry- 22 years)

Intake Capacity: (40+5) seats (Gen/Gen-EWS/OBC/SC/ST/38, NRI -1, Foreign National -1, Lateral Entry System -5 refer prospectus)

MODE OF SELECTION: Based on MARKS obtained in 12th Standard Application fee: Rs. 500/- for General/OBC and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST

1. Filled in application along with necessary documents as per application form. (SSLC/HSC), community certificate if SC/ST/OBC/NCL/EWS and also the receipt/UTR number generated for the payment of application fee through online must be sent to "The Director, CIFNET, Fine Arts Avenue, Kochi-682016"

2. Last date to receive the filled application along with necessary documents is 15th July, 2021.

VESSEL NAVIGATOR COURSE (VNC) / MARINE FITTER COURSE (MFC)

COURSE DETAILS
1. Two years trade course (4 semester) with practical training on board fishing vessel out at sea and these Courses introduced by DGOE, New Delhi under Craftmen Training Scheme of NCVT
2. The courses are conducted at CIFNET Kochi/Chennai/Vizag (Gen/Gen-EWS/OBC/SC/ST -16 seats & State Government Sponsorship - 4 seats at each centre/course preferably from fisherman community of respective state)

MODE OF SELECTION: Based on MARKS obtained in 10th Standard

Note: The selected candidates will be paid Rs.1500/- per month as stipend and on completion of VNC/MFC. Post Intentional Training will also be offered with stipend of Rs. 20500/- pm and one time Uniform allowance of Rs. 2500/-. Application fee: Rs. 300/- for General/OBC and Rs. 150/- for SC/ST
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A.K. CHAUDHURI, DIRECTOR
The Central Reserve Police Force will conduct an open examination for recruitment to the post of Assistant Commandant (Civil/Engineer) as per the Recruitment Scheme formulated by the Ministry of Home Affairs. The recruitment process will consist of Physical Standard Test (PST) & Physical Efficiency Test (PET). Written Examination, Documentation followed by Detailed Medical Examination (DME) and Interview. The vacancies are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>EWS</th>
<th>OBC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Scale of Pay</th>
<th>Minimum Educational Qualification</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC (Civil/Engineer)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Level 10</td>
<td>Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized University.</td>
<td>Not exceeding 35 years (Relaxable for Govt. Servant up to five years in accordance with instructions issued by the Central Govt).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:**

1. UR - Unreserved, EWS - Economically Weaker Sections, OBC - Other Backward Class, SC - Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.

**NOTES:**

1. A Candidate must hold a Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized University incorporated by an Act of Central or State Legislature in India or other Educational Institutions established by an Act of Parliament or declared to be deemed as universities under Section 3 of the University Grants Commission Act, 1956.

2. (a) Candidates who have not acquired the desired educational qualification shall not be eligible.

3. Candidates selected for appointment are liable to serve anywhere in Indian Territory and abroad.

4. Notice of any change in pension scheme to Central Govt. Employees which has come into effect from 01.01.2004 will be applicable to all selected candidates.

5. 10% vacancies are reserved for Ex-servicemen from respective category.

6. If the vacancies of ex-servicemen remain unfilled due to non-availability of eligible or consented candidates, same shall be filled up by candidates from non-ex-servicemen candidates of respective category.

**NOTE-TII**

The above posts carry Dearness Allowance, HRA, Retainer Money, Dress Allowance, Transport Allowance, and any other allowances as admissible in CRPF from time to time under the rules.

1. **NATIONALITY/CITIZENSHIP:**
   - No person who is not a citizen of India shall, except with the consent of the Central Government signed in writing be appointed or employed under these Rules.

2. **Gender:** Both Male and Female candidates are eligible for appointment to the post of Assistant Commandants (Civil/Engineer).

3. **AGE LIMIT AND RELAXATION:**
   - Not exceeding 35 years (Relaxable for Govt. Servant up to five years in accordance with instructions issued by the Central Government). The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of applications from candidates. The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of applications from candidates in India (except the closing date prescribed for those in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of J & K, Ladakh and Spiti District and Pangi Sub-Division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman Nicobar Islands or the Union Territory of Lakshadweep).

   - The Date of Birth as recorded in the Matriculation/Secondary School Examination Certificate available on the date of submission of application will be accepted for determining the age eligibility and no subsequent request for its change will be considered or granted.

   - The upper age limit prescribed above will be relaxable:
     a. Upto a maximum of five years if a candidate belongs to Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe.
     b. Upto a maximum of three years in the case of candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes who are eligible to avail or reservation applicable to such classes.
     c. Upto a maximum of five years for Civilian Central Government Servants in accordance with the existing instructions of the Central Government. Ex-Servicemen will also be eligible for this relaxation. However, the total relaxation claimed on account of Government Service will be limited to five years.

   - Note I: Candidates belonging to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and the Other Backward Classes who are covered under any other clause of Para 3(ii) above, viz., those coming under the category of Civilian Central Government Servants/Ex-Servicemen, will be eligible for grant of cumulative age-relaxation under both the categories.

   - Note II: The term Ex-Servicemen will apply to the persons who are defined as Ex-Servicemen in the Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in Civil Services and Posts) Rules, 1978 as amended from time to time.

   - Note III: The term "Civilian Central Government Servants" in Para 3(ii) above will apply to persons who are defined as "Government Servants" in the Central Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1965 as amended from time to time.

   - Note IV: The age concession under Para 3 (ii) will be admissible to Ex-servicemen i.e. a person who has served in rank whether as combatant or non-combatant in the Regular Army, Navy and Air Force of the Indian Union and who either has been retired or relieved or discharged from such service whether at his own request or being relieved by the employer after earning his or her pension. The term "Civilian Central Government Servants" will apply to persons who are defined as "Government Servants" in the Central Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1965 as amended from time to time.

   - Note V: Save as provided above the age limits prescribed can in no case be relaxed.

   - Note: Other terms and conditions for re-employment of ex-servicemen as mentioned in Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in Civil Service and Posts) Amendment Rules, 2012 and any other instructions issued by GOI from time to time, will also be applicable.

4. **PROCEDURE OF CERTIFICATION AND FORMAT OF CERTIFICATES:**
   - Candidates who wish to be considered against vacancies reserved for other categories shall submit requisite certificate from the competent authority in the prescribed format when such certificates are sought by the Department at the time of PST. Otherwise, their claim for SC/ST/OBC/EWS/Ex-Servicemen status will not be entertained and their candidature/applications will be considered under Unreserved category. The formats of the certificates are annexed. Certificates in any other format will not be accepted.

   - Candidates claiming OBC status may note that certificate on creamy layer status issued by the competent authority as prescribed by the DoPT should have been obtained within three years before closing date for receipt of applications in prescribed format only. Candidates claiming EWS status may note that Income and Assets Certificate issued by the competent authority as prescribed by DoPT should have been obtained for the financial year prior to the year of application i.e. 2020-2021.

5. **PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL STANDARDS:**

   - Having the following physical medical standards:

   - **Men**
     - Height 165 Centimeters
     - Chest 61 Centimeters (Unexpanded )

   - **Women**
     - According to height but not less than 50 Kgs

   - **Eye Sight**
     - Vision Acuity corrected near (Vision) 6/12
     - Colour Vision
     - Refraction

   - **N6**
     - N9 6/9 Or 6/12
     - Hypermetropia = 3.00 DS, Myopia - 4.5 DS
     -包括 astigmatism=1-1.50

   - **Note:** Age related physiological presbyopic changes are likely to occur above 35 years so age wise presbyopic changes relaxation is permitted as mentioned below for near vision. This is in addition to the above relaxation provided for distant.
     - 1. +1DS upto 40 yrs
     - 2. +2DS upto 50 yrs
     - 3. +3DS 51-60 yrs

8. **Bihar**
   - Note: The candidate must not have knock knee, flat foot and varicoceous veins. They must be in good mental and bodily health and free from any physical defect likely to interfere with the efficient performance of the duties.

9. **EXAMINATION CENTRES:**
   - The written examination will be conducted in following cities:
     - 1. Noida
     - 2. Sonipat
     - 3. Almora
     - 4. Prayagraj
     - 5. Bhilwara
     - 6. Durgapur
     - 7. Guwahati
     - 8. Pune
     - 9. Avadi
     - 10. Bengaluru

   - Continued
7. EXAMINATION FEE:

Male candidates belonging to Unreserved/EWS/OBC category applying for recruitment to Group C posts in CRPF will be charged an examination fee. Candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and female candidates are not required to pay any fee.

Fee may be sent through Indian Postal Orders and Bank Drafts only which is issued in the name of "Controller General of Accounts CRPF" and as noted on the reverse "Commercial Branch, 11-B, Rajiv Chowk New Delhi". Fee will be refunded by post only in cases where the examined candidate received a call letter on 30/06/2021 will not be accepted and such applications will be summarily rejected. Fee is not refundable once paid. No fee exemption notifications nor can the fee be held in reserve for any other examination or selection.

Candidates who have to pay application fee can pay through Indian Postal Order or Bank Draft in favour of DIG, Group Centre, CRPF, Rampur payable at SBI Rampur.

8. HOW TO APPLY:

Candidate should read the instructions in this Notice carefully before making any application. The instructions given below are mandatory and candidates are required to follow all the prescribed details while filling up the form and will have to paste their photograph and signature. Due care should be taken by the candidates to fill up their application form correctly, incomplete or defective applications will be summarily rejected.

No remarks or correspondence regarding such rejection shall be entertained under any circumstances.

The specimen application form is attached with this notice. The application must be submitted by hand/postonly on or before closing date of application till 1900 hours.

Opening date for application: 30/06/2021
Closing date of application: 29/07/2021

6. The duly filled application form with photocopies of all relevant documents, 2 latest passport size photographs and 2 envelopes mentioning correspondence address of applicant with requisite stamps should be mailed/deposited. Application will be rejected in case of non-receipt of photographs. Name of the examination is "Force Reserve Police Constable (Engineer/Civil) Exam, 2021" should be written on the top of envelop before dispatching it to "DIG, Group Centre, CRPF, Rampur, District-Rampur, U.P.-244901"

9. Request for change/correction in any particulars in the Application Form shall not be entertained under any circumstances. The Department will not be responsible for any consequences arising out of non-acceptance of any correction/ omission or incompletion of any particulars in the application form whatever may be the reasons.

10. All candidates, whether already in Government Service, Government owned industrial undertakings or other similar organizations or in private employment shall submit an undertaking to the effect that they will apply for the post through his employer or any other means and it reaches the CRPF late, the application, even if submitted before the closing date, will not be considered. Persons already in Government Service as per the terms of their employment as net pay will also be entitled to apply for the post. Officers in other States (whether permanent or temporary) who are on deputation, or on redeployment or on loan basis service to the general/unreserved vacancies as per their position in the overall Merit List. The reserved vacancies will be filled up separately from amongst the eligible SCs, STs, and OBC candidates, which will, thus, comprise of SC, ST, and OBC candidates. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate.

11. FINAL MERIT LIST:

The final list will be prepared on the basis of aggregate marks of candidates obtained in written test and interview by the candidates. The minimum cut off percentage of marks for selection will be fixed by the CRPF.

12. RESOLUTION OF TIE CASES:

In case of tie in scores of candidates such tie shall be resolved by applying following criteria, one after another, till the tie is resolved:

a. Marks in Paper II.

b. Date of Birth - older candidates placed higher.

c. Alphabetical (order of names (starting with first name).

d. Provided that SC, ST, and OBC candidates, who are selected on their merit without reserved categories will not be adjusted against the reserved share of vacancies, reserved for SCs, STs, and OBCs, the vacancies for reservation will be adjudicated to the candidate adjudicated to the candidate fulfilling the general/unreserved vacancies as per their position in the overall Merit List. The reserved vacancies will be filled up separately from amongst the eligible SCs, STs, and OBC candidates, which will, thus, comprise of SC, ST, and OBC candidates. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate. The candidates are advised to check in advance the eligibility criteria for the reserved category candidate.

13. Final result will be published on www.crpf.gov.in.

14. No waiting list will be maintained.

15. No Lucas in the examination confers no right of appointment unless CRPF is satisfied after such enquiry as may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable in all respects for appointment to the service/post.

16. Payment of TA to candidates:

i. The candidates called for Interview from outstation locations shall be paid traveling allowance as prescribed at the rate of Rs. 450/- per head, from the nearest Railway Station to the place of interview.

ii. The claimant for the traveling allowance is required to produce documentary evidence of his claim. All candidates who are eligible for traveling allowance who are nearer to the place of Field/Station to the candidates concerned will not be compensated for such traveling allowance.

iii. The claimant for the traveling allowance is required to produce documentary evidence of his claim. All candidates who are eligible for traveling allowance who are nearer to the place of Field/Station to the candidates concerned will not be compensated for such traveling allowance.

iv. The claimant for the traveling allowance is required to produce documentary evidence of his claim. All candidates who are eligible for traveling allowance who are nearer to the place of Field/Station to the candidates concerned will not be compensated for such traveling allowance.

Note: The expenditure involved on account of the payment of TA to the candidates called for Interview to be treated as "Contingent expenditure".
13. DECISION
The decision of the board/department in all matters relating to eligibility, acceptance or rejection of the applications, penalty for false information, mode of selection, conduct of examination(s) allotment of examination centers and preparation of merit list will be final and binding on the candidates and no corroboration/representation/appellate/equity petition will be entertained.

Note: Success in the examination confers no right of appointment unless CRPF is satisfied after such enquiry as may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable in all respects of the commission of Government of India.

14. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS
I. The candidates applying for the examination should ensure that they fulfill all the eligibility conditions for admission to the examination. Their admission at all the stages of the examination is provisionally valid subject to their satisfying the prescribed eligibility conditions. If, on verification, at any time before or after the written examination, it is found that they do not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions, their candidature for the examination will be canceled.

II. The candidates, whose applications will be found in order, will be issued admit card. The candidate will have to bring the admit card during the examination process along with the following documents:
   a. Certificate or Date of Birth (Matrikulation certificate issued by the recognized education Board mentioning date of birth will only be accepted in support of date of birth)/Educational/technical/professional qualification.
   b. Educational (civil/technical) certificates and also valid registration certificate wherever applicable.
   c. Any other certificate in support of additional qualification/experience etc.
   d. Copy/certificate of fees deposited through SBI or Post Office as the case may be.
   e. SC/ST/OBC candidates should submit caste certificate issued by a Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar/District Magistrate as per specimen enclosed as Appendix "B" or "C" as the case may be otherwise it will be rejected. Candidates seeking reservation as OBC is required to submit a certificate in prescribed format and as mentioned in Appendix "C" regarding the OBC status and non-creamy layer status issued by an Authority mentioned in DoPT Office Memorandum No. 36012/22/93-Estt. (SCGT) dated 08.09.1993. In order, not to reject, to avoid any question of ineligibility after publication of the result, a reservation, in addition to certificate issued by the competent authority, may be submitted by the candidate seeking reservation as OBCs in the format given at Appendix "C-11. EWS candidates should submit INCOME & ASSET CERTIFICATE issued by an Authority mentioned in DoPT Office Memorandum No. 36039/1/2019-Estt (Res) dated 31/01/2019 (Appendix-H).
   f. Four copies of recent passport size photographs duly written the name of candidate on back.
   g. No objection certificate (NOC) from the employer should be produced during recruitment process in case of persons serving in the Central Government departments.
   h. Ex-Officer candidates should produce copy of authentic Discharge Certificate showing medical category & character certificate (on retirement process).
   i. The candidates applying in response to this advertisement should satisfy themselves regarding their eligibility for the post applied for. They must be fulfilling eligibility criteria as on the closing date of applications falling which their application will be rejected.

The candidates specifically selected for the above post should qualify the training or courses as prescribed by the Director General/CRPF from time to time during probation period falling which services are liable to be terminated.

15. ADMISSION TO THE EXAMINATION
Admit cards will be dispatched by post. If any candidate does not receive admit card for the examination, he/she must immediately contact the helpline. Failure to do so will deprive him/her of any claim for consideration.

16. ACTION AGAINST MISCONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT IN EXAMINATION
Candidates should not furnish incorrect/false information or suppress any material information while filling in the application form. They should in no case attempt to alter or otherwise tamper with any entry in a document or the attested certificate/copy/endorsement by any means. They should not submit a tampered/fabricated documents. If found his candidature will be rejected at any time.

Without prejudice to criminal action/debarment from the examination whoever necessary candidates will be summarily cancelled at any stage of the recruitment in respect of candidates found have indulged in any of the following:

a. In possession of Mobile Phone & accessories and other electronic gadgets within the premises of examination centers, whether in use or in switch off mode and on person or otherwise.

b. Involved in malpractices.

17. CAVASING:
Cavasing in any form, misbehavior, misconduct on the part of the candidate is prohibited and indulgence of such practice will be viewed seriously. The candidature of such candidates will be summarily rejected and no correspondence will be entertained in the matter. The decision of the Competent authority in the matter shall be final and cannot be questioned in any forum.

18. COURTS/JURISDICTION
Any dispute arising out of or in connection with the recruitment process will be subject to courts/statutory having jurisdiction over the City/Town in which the concerned Recruitment Centre of CRPF is situated and where the candidate has submitted his/her application.

19. IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
I. Candidates who are expected to appear in the examination are expected to satisfy the prescribed eligibility conditions. Candidates are advised to go through the requirements of educational qualification, age, physical standards, etc. and satisfy themselves that they are eligible for the posts, after applying. When scrutiny is undertaken at any stage (at PST and finally at Documentation) if any claim made in the application is not found substantiated the candidature will be canceled and the department decision in this regard shall be final.

II. Candidates who have not affixed their signature or LTI or who have not written their date of birth as mentioned in their passport, Ration Card, Roll Number and Test Form Numbers or not furnished the declaration/certificate on Pages of the OMR answer sheet will be awarded "ZERO" mark.

III. Candidates seeking reservation benefits for SC/ST/OBC/EWS/EVC must ensure that they are entitled to such reservation as per eligibility prescribed in the Notice. They should ensure that in possession of the certificates in the format prescribed by Government of India in support of their claim.

IV. Candidates belonging to the Physically Handicapped category are not eligible to apply for this examination.

V. Central Government civilian employees claiming age relaxation should produce a certificate in the prescribed format from their office at the time of document verification in respect of the length of continuous service which should be for not less than three years in the immediate period preceding the closing date for receipt of applications. They should remain Central Government civilian employees till the time of appointment in the event of their selection.

VI. In case of any query candidates may contact on helpline No. 011-26160255.

VII. Candidates must carry at least one photo bearing IDENTITY PROOF in original such as Driving Licence, Voter Card, Aadhaar Card, PAN Card etc. to the examination centre, failing which they shall not be allowed to appear for the examination.

VIII. Candidate submitting more than one application with different particulars like name, father’s name, community/Photo (Face)/Educational and/or Technical qualification will be summarily rejected and also be debarred from the examination.

IX. Signatures of the candidates on all prescribed documents should be identical, either in English or Hindi, and must be in running hand and not in block/capital/colonized characters. Signatures in different style or language at the time of offer process and document verification etc. may result in cancellation of candidature.

X. Candidate should note that only Name, Father's name and Date of Birth as recorded in the Matriculation/High School Examination Certificate or an equivalent certified document at the date of application will be accepted. If the candidate has changed his/her name after duly publication in gazette notification or any other legal documents as applicable should be submitted at the time of document verification. Such candidate should indicate their changed name in the application form. In such case, the other details should match with the Matriculation/High School Examination Certificate. Date of such change should be prior to submission of application.

XI. Photocopy of relevant documents form is required to be attached with applicable form.

XII. Candidate will only be responsible for any injury or mis-happening during any stage of examination i.e. he will appear at his own risk.

XIII. No TA/DA will be allowed to the candidates for their journey to attend the test. They will appear for the selection tests at their own expenses and risk.

XIV. The appointment will be subject to the condition that the candidates declared physically fit will only be considered for appointment. All the posts are combatal. Selected candidates will be sent for Basic combat training/course at any of the training institution/GO of the CRPF. The services of those who fail to complete the training successfully are liable to be terminated at their own risk and conditions issued on the subject by the Govt/Department from time to time.

XV. After his/her selection/appointment, if any candidate is found ineligible or guilty of suppressing facts, on any ground, his/her services will be terminated without any notice or assigning any reason.

XVI. Success in the selection process confers no right to appointment unless the candidates comes within the cut off merit list prepared as against the advertised vacancies and the department is satisfied after such enquiry as may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable in all respects for appointment to the service/post.

XVII. Selected candidates, on their appointment in CRPF will be governed by the CRPF Act, 1949, CRPF Rules 1955 and other rules and regulations as applicable from time to time. In case of candidates so appointed in the Force seeking resignations or discharge as per rule, shall be required to remit to the Govt. a sum equal to 3 months pay and allowances or the cost of training imparted to him/her, whichever is higher.

XVIII. The posts carry at India liability and candidates are liable to be posted anywhere as per the exigency of the state.

XIX. Disqualification—No Person—
   a. Who has entered into or contracted marriage with a person having spouse living;
   b. Who having a spouse living has entered into or contracted a marriage with any person, shall be eligible for appointment to any of the said posts.

Provided that the Central Government may, if satisfied that such marriage is permissible under the personal law applicable to such person and the other party to the marriage and that there are other grounds for so doing, exempt any person from the operation of this rule.

20. OTHER DETAILS:
   a. Selection Procedure/Scheme and Syllabus of Examination - Appendix-I
b. Medical Guidelines - Appendix II

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR CANDIDATES

Beware of scammers. They are not charged for recruitment in CRPF. If you have paid or promised to pay money by any one, you are being cheated and you are losing money. If anyone demands money for getting you selected, immediately inform the President Officer (PO) of recruitment board or DG/ID of concerned recruitment board. All such information will be made available on the official website of the recruitment board.

(Manoj Dhyani)
DG (Recruitment), Dir. (Appendix II)

SELECTION PROCEDURE/SCHEDULE AND SYLLABUS OF THE EXAMINATION

STAGE WISE RECRUITMENT PROGRAMME:

Eligible candidates can apply for Stage I i.e. PST/PET which will be conducted at designated recruitment centers.

The selection process shall be as under:

SL No. Stage Recruitment Process
01 Stage-I Physical Standard Test/Physical Efficiency Test
02 Stage-II Written Examination
03 Stage-III Document Verification
04 Stage-IV Medical Examination
05 Stage-V Interview

STAGE-I

i. Physical Standard Test (PST): After identification, candidate will be screened for physical standard i.e. height, chest and weight measurements. The candidates who do not fulfill laid down physical standard will be eliminated from further recruitment process giving rejection slip.

Candidatess disqualified in physical standards, i.e. height and chest may appear in written examination. Candidates will learn about their position in the merit list on the basis of competitive marks obtained by them under the Presiding Officer present on the PST ground addressing to the Appellate Authority. The decision of the Appellate Authority will be final and no further appeal or representation in this regard will be entertained.

Note: During PST process following documents will be screened:

a. Caste/Certificate certificate where applicable.

b. Education Certificate

c. Age/Date of Birth

d. Discharge Certificate in case of Ex-Servicemen.

e. NOC in case of persons serving in Govt departments from their Head of Office.

f. Income & Assets certificate for EWS candidate.

ii. Physical Efficiency Test (PET): The candidates who qualify in PST will be allowed to appear in following Physical Efficiency Tests (PET).

SL No. Events Male Female

(1) 100 Meters Race In 16 Seconds In 18 Seconds

(2) 800 Meters Race In 4 Minutes 45 Seconds In 5 Minutes 45 Seconds

(3) Long Jump 6 Meters (3 chances) 5 Meters (3 chances)

(4) Shot Put (7.26 Kgs) 4.5 Meters (3 chances) Not applicable

b. All events of PET will be qualifying in nature. Candidates are required to qualify at all events of PET independently. Failing in any event shall be a disqualification.

Candidate failing to qualify at the stage of PET shall be eliminated.

Special Note: All candidates against PET events by candidate who fails in any event organized in this regard.

NOTE: A woman candidate, who as a result of test is found to be pregnant of 12 weeks standing or over, shall be declared temporarily unfit and her appointment held in abeyance until the completion of her pregnancy. She may appear in the next set of PET only when her candidate was selected should be kept reserved for her. She should be reexamined for Physical Efficiency Test (PET) six weeks after the date of confinement, subject to a medical certificate of fitness from a registered medical practitioner. If she is found fit she may be appointed to the post kept reserved for and allow the benefit of seniority in accordance with the instructions of the government. As amended from time to time.

STAGE-II

PST/PET: Candidates will be issued admit card for written exam.

The written examination will be as under:

The written examination will consist of Two papers carrying 500 marks each.

Paper-I (Multiple choice question-OMR based) Duration-2 Hours Total- 300 Marks (2 mark for each question). Distribution of marks as follows:

| Sl. No. | Subject | No. of questions Marks Time |
|--------|---------|-----------------------------|-----------------|
| 1. | General Awareness (Bilingual) | 15 | 30 |
| 2. | Reasoning (Bilingual) | 10 | 20 |
| 3. | Numerical Ability (Bilingual) | 10 | 20 |
| 4. | General English | 15 | 30 |
| 5. | General Knowledge | 10 | 20 |

Note:- There will be negative (Negligible Marking 1/3rd) for wrong answers marked in the candidate in the objective type question papers.

Paper-II (Civil Engineering) Duration-3 Hours Total- 300 Marks (Objective Type Paper).

Standard and Syllabus:
The standard of the paper in General Studies and Engineering Aptitude (Paper-I) will be such as may be expected of an Engineering/Science Graduate. The standard of papers in other subjects will be proportionately that of an Engineering Degree Examination of an Indian University. There will be no practical examination in any of the subjects.

General Studies and Engineering Aptitude, Paper-I, Objective Type:

1. Current issues of national and international importance relating to social, economic and industrial development
2. Engineering Aptitude covering Logical reasoning and Analytical ability
3. Engineering Mathematics and Numerical Analysis
4. General Principles of Design, Drawing, Importance of Safety
5. Standards and Quality practices in production, construction, maintenance and services
7. Basics of Material Science and Engineering
8. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) basic tools and their applications in Engineering such as networking, e-governance and technology based education
9. Ethics and values in engineering profession

Note:- The paper in General Studies and Engineering Aptitude will include Knowledge of recent events, occurrence of the day, current issues, scientific knowledge and basic engineering knowledge, without special study. Questions from all the 10 topics mentioned above shall be set. Marks for each Topic may range from 5% to 15% of the total Marks in the paper.

Civil Engineering: Paper-II (Objective Type)

Contents for syllabi for both the Papers together for Paper-I (Objective Type) and Paper-II (Conventional/Subjective Type) separately for each other.

(a) Building Materials - (Timber, Brick, Cement, Mortar, Concrete) - Stone, Lime, Glass, Plastics, Steel, FPR, Ceramics, Aluminium, Fly Ash, Basic Admixtures, Timber, Bricks and Aggregates: Classification, properties and selection criteria; Cement; Types, Composition, Properties, Uses, Specifications and Various Types. Building stones: Gneiss, Granite, Sandstone, Limestone, Travertine, Mortars and Concrete: Properties and various Tests; Design of Concrete Mixes: Proportioning of aggregates and methods of mix design

(b) Solid Mechanics - Elastic constants, Stress, Plane stress, Strains, plane strain, Mohr's circle, stress-strain-strain relationship, Elastic theories of failure, Principal stresses, Shearing, Torsion and Shear

(c) Structural Analysis - Basics of strength of materials, Types of stress and strains: Bending moments and shear forces, concepts of bending and shear stresses; Analysis of determinate and indeterminate structures: Trusses, beams, plane frames; Rolling loads, Influence Lines, Unit load method & other methods; Free and Forced vibrations of single degree and multi degree freedom systems; Stabiliy of Structures: Columns and use of Column Load Design

(d) Design of steel structures - Principles of Working Stress methods, Design of tension and compression members, Design of beams and beam columns, Bending moments, shear, deflections, stress in loaded members, loads on built-up sections, Girders, Structural ratio, principles of ultimate load design

(e) Design of Concrete and Masonry structures - Limit state design for bending, shear, axial compression and combined forces: Design of beams, Slabs, Linktens, Foundations and Foundation walls; Design of Different type of concrete structures including materials and methods; Earthquake resistant design of structures; Design of Masonry Structures

(f) Construction practice, planning and management - Planning, Equipment, Site investigation and Management including Estimation with latest project management tools and network analysis for different type of works: Analysis of Rates of various types of works; Tendering Process and Contract Management, Quality Control, Productivity, Operation Cost, Land acquisition, Labour safety and welfare

(g) Fluid Mechanics, Open channel Flow, pipe Flow - Fluid properties, Dimensional Analysis and Modeling, Fluid dynamics including flow kinematics and dimensional problems, Flow Net, Valves, Boundary layer and Turbulent Flow, Pressure loss and Friction factors, Principles in open channel flow, Flow controls, Hydraulic jump, Surges, Pipe networks

(h) Hydraulic Machines and Hydropower - Various pumps, Air vessels, Hydraulic turbines - types, classifications & performance parameters; Power house classification and layout, Storage, pondage, control of supply

(i) Hydrology and design of hydraulic structure - Hydrological cycle, Ground water hydrology, Well hydrology and related data analysis; Streams and their gauging, River morphology, Flood, drought and their management; Capacity of Reservoirs

(j) Water Resource Engineering - Ground and surface water resource, single and multipurpose projects, storage capacity of reservoirs, reservoir losses, reservoir sedimentation


(l) Waste water engineering - Planning & design of domestic waste water, sewage collection and disposal, Plumbing Systems, Components and layout of sewerage system; Planning & design of Domestic Waste-water disposal system; Sludge management and disposal including sludge recycling and reuse, and industrial effluent industries and its utilization in agricultural and industrial sewage management

(m) Solid waste management - Sources & classification of solid wastes along with planning & disposal of its management system, Disposal system, Beneficial aspects of wastes and Utilization by Civil Engineers

(n) Environmental Engineering and Green Building - Concepts & general methodology

(o) Soil Mechanics - Soil exploration - planning & methods, Properties of soil, classification, various tests and inter-relations; Permeability S-Soil, Compressibility, consolidation and Shearing resistance, Earth pressure theories and their application, Sub-grade classification, Properties of Geotechnical materials

(p) Foundation Engineering - Type of foundations & selection criteria, bearing capacity, settlement analysis, design and testing of shallow & deep foundations; Slope stabilization methods, Ramas and Earth retaining structures: types, analysis and design, Principles of ground modifications

(q) Surveying - Classification of surveys, various methodologies, instruments, analysis & measurement of distances, elevation and directions, Field astronomy, Global positioning System, Photogrammetry, Land surveying, land registration concepts; Survey Layout for culverts, canals, bridges, road/trail alignment and buildings, Setting out of Curves

(r) Transportation Engineering, Highways - Planning & construction methodology, Alignment and geometric design, Traffic Surveys and Controls, Principles of Flexible and Rigid pavements design, Tunnelling - Alignment, methods of construction, disposal of muck, drainage, lighting and ventilation, Railways (including Highways & Bridges) - Geotechnical and construction aspects, Roadway & modernisation. Harbours - Terminalogy, layouts and planning. Airports - Layout, planning & design

(s) Solar Energy and other types of renewable energy - Concepts & general methodology

Prepare your layout plans & building drawings - (Plan, elevation, section) Candidates who qualify written exam will be shortlisted for documentation/DMU

Note:- Only those candidates who have qualified in Paper-I & II as the qualifying marks prescribed/determined by the CRPF.
APPENDIX II

Medicinal Guidelines: MEDICINAL GUIDELINES FOR REFRACTION

The purpose of medicinal standards is to ensure that medically fit candidates, accepted into the Central Police Force of the Union of India, are fitted with vision correctors at various degrees of accuracy, so that their vision is not impaired. The following guidelines are provided for this purpose:

1. Refusal to undergo medical examination at any stage or absenting oneself from the same will render the candidate unfit.
2. A declaration is to be given by candidates in Annexure-II which will be provided to candidates at the time of examination. Examination regarding fitness for duty will be taken on advice if any of the following conditions exist: a person found to be illiterate, suffering from any disease, or presence of diseases and treatment taken, if any, evidence of which is not readily obtainable during the medical examination. Any false declaration in this aspect, discovered later at any stage, will result in the candidate being declared unfit for the purpose.
3. At some stages of medical examination male candidates will be required to be examined in rude. Cloth is to be permitted except for, when genitalia and certain other organs are to be examined.
4. The final decision of fitness/unfitness in weight will be decided by the medical board at the time of MET based on the height and age chart on the date of MET and, as per the height measured by the PST Board & as per guidelines for the same.
5. For all female candidates- Urine test for pregnancy. (The urine test for pregnancy to be done before a female candidate is subjected to CXR. If UPT is positive, guidelines are as under: A) Female candidates are to be followed. B) The practice of engraving / tattooing in India is prevalent since time immemorial, but has been limited to depiction of name or a religious figure, invariably on inner aspect of forearm and rarely on lower limbs. On the other hand the present young generation is considerably under the influence of western culture and thus the number of potential recruits bearing skin art had grown enormously over the years, which is not only distressful but drastic from good order and discipline in the force.

Following criteria are to be used to determine permissibility of tattoo:

a) Content- being a secular country, the religious sentiments of our countrymen are to be respected and thus tattoos depicting religious symbol or figure and the names of sacred deities in Indian language must be avoided.

b) Location- tattoos marked on traditional sites of the body like inner aspect of

---

Note-2. Marks obtained by the candidates in the Paper-I, Paper-II and Interview would determine their final rankings.

Note-3. Conventional/Subjective papers must be answered in English. Question paper will be set in English only.

STAGE-III

(DOCUMENTATION/DMC)

Following Original testimonials/documents of the candidates during PST will be scrutinized. Candidates who fail to produce requisite original testimonials/ certificates will be eliminated from the recruitment process and no candidates will be allowed provisionally.

a. Education Certificate of 10th Class/Matriculation from the board recognized by Central or State Government, for recognition of his DOB.

b. Education certificate regarding passing of intermediate (10+2) or equivalent issued by a board recognized by Central or State Government.

c. Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized University.

d. Caste certificate/Income & Assets Certificate, issued by the Revenue Officer, not below the rank of Tehsildar, certifying the caste to SC/ST/OBC/EWS.

The caste certificates/Income and Asset Certificate should be in proforma given in Annexure-B, C & D.

If the candidate applies in reserved category (SC/ST/OBC/EWS), but failed to produce valid caste certificate/Income & Asset Certificate at the time of documentation, his/her candidature will be cancelled straightaway.

f. Discharge certificate in case of Ex-servicemen candidates.

g. No Objection Certificate in case of persons serving in Govt./Semi-Govt. departments from their Heads of Office.

h. Four passport size recent photographs of the candidates.

i. In addition to the original certificates, the candidates will also bring their photocopy.

j. Certificate from District Magistrate for claiming relaxation in age under Para-3, if any.

Note: If any candidate fails to produce requisite original certificates/testimonials including caste certificates/ Income & Asset Certificate in prescribed format issued by competent authority, his/her candidature shall be rejected straightaway.

The candidates must carry at least one latest photograph bearing identification proof such as a passport, or a driving licence, or a bank passbook, Card issued by University/College, Income Tax PAN Card in original.

3. Identification of the candidates should be checked by the board of officers at the time of PST and Documentation from identity Cards as produce by the candidate. Biometric data may be generated at PST stage for verifying their eligibility.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION

Candidates declared qualified in Written Examination only will be allowed to appear for Medical Examination.

MEDICAL STANDARDS

i. Eye Sight: The visual standards for the candidates will be as under:

| Visual Acuity Corrected Corrected visual acuity (Distant Sensation) Refraction Color Vision Remarks |
|-----|-------|----------------|----------------|-------------|
| Near Vision | | | | |
| Better eye | Worse eye | Better eye | Worse eye | |
| N6 | N9 | Or | Or 6/12 | 6/12 |

Hypermetropia = 3.50 DS, Myopia = 4.50 DS including astigmatism +1.50 DS.

Note: Age related physiological prebystrophic changes are not to be considered as pathological changes. A candidate aged 35 years or above may present prebystrophic changes of near vision. This is in addition to the relaxation provided for distant vision.

1. -1.00 up to 40 yrs
2. -2.00 up to 50 yrs
3. -3.00 up to 60 yrs
4. & above

Should not be colour blind.

1. In right handed person, the right eye is better eye and vice versa.
2. Binocular vision is required.
3. Laski surgery correction is permitted subject to the prescribed criteria mentioned in Annexure-II.

Medical procedure will be conducted as per guidelines laid down in MHA UO No. A.VI.1/2014-React (SSB) dated 20/05/2015 and any other instructions issued by Govt from time to time.

The candidates who have qualified Written Examination will be put to Detailed Medical Examination. The Medical will be conducted by the authorized doctor on board.

2. Medical examination of all candidates (direct recruitment and Ex-smen) will be conducted by a detailed medical examination. In this regard, following will inter alia be ensured:

a) Medical tests (X-ray & Laboratory tests) shall be conducted of all candidates who will appear in initial or detailed medical examination. While conducting medical examination, the medical officer will examine a candidate in the sequence as prescribed in the candidate's medical examination form.

b) Candidates will be declared either FIT OR UNFIT. No temporary unfitness is allowed. However, any such female candidate who during the medical examination, is found to be pregnant of twice weeks standing or above, shall be declared temporarily unfit and her appointment held in abeyance until the confinement is over.

c) If a candidate is declared medically unfit for appointment in CRPF during medical examination, the grounds for rejection will be communicated to him/her in broad terms in writing by Medical officer concerned duly countersigned by the Presiding Officer. The candidate, if not satisfied with the findings of the Medical Officer, can submit an appeal for review medical examination with a proof of his/her fitness in the form of stage certificate and review medical examination fee, to the appellate authority, within 15 days of communication of medical unfitness. No temporary unfitness is permitted. Since no temporary unfitness is permissible as per GOI rules and provisions appeal will be accepted considered only against any probable medical judgment on part of the Medical Officer. GRPF conducting detail medical examination. Appeal will not be considered on clinical facts against findings of medical board. In other words-a candidate will be medically examined of diseases and deformities or corruptions as observed by the medical officer during DME, may be subjected to re-examination during RME. In case of acceptance, the RME will be carried out on norms as elaborated above.

All candidates will be medically examined as per details of diseases and deformities provided in Appendix II.

STAGE-IV

REVISE MEDICAL EXAMINATION (RME)

If a candidate is declared "UNFIT" in medical examination, the grounds for rejection/unfitness will be communicated to the candidate by recruiting doctor duly countersigned by First Officer. The candidate, if not satisfied with the findings of the recruiting doctor, can submit appeal for review medical examination (RME) with a certificate, indicating of error of judgment, of his medical fitness from a Medical Officers of concerned specialist from district hospital and above along with registration no given by MCI/DCM State medical council, application and fee of Rs. 250/- to the Appellate Authority. The medical certificate or proof will not be taken into consideration unless it contains a note by the Medical Officer concerned to the effect that it has been given in full knowledge of the facts that the candidate is required for the service by CRPF recruiting medical board for appointment in CRPF. The appeal will also not be taken into consideration unless it contains medical re-examination fee of Rs. 250/- (Rush, Telex, or DCM). On receipt of the Draft in favour of the Appellate Authority which is submitted within 15 days from the date of issue of the communication of his medical unfitness. The Appellate Authority for the purpose will be intimated to the concerned candidates in due course.

The medical fitness of all candidates as accepted by the appellate authority, shall be directed to appear before Review Medical Board (RMB) giving them specific date, time and venue well in time.
forearm, but only LEFT forearm, being non saluting limb or dorsum of the hands to be allowed.

c) Vitiligo: Area of white skin must be less than ⅓ of the particular part (Elbow or Hand) of the body.

d) In case a candidate has undergone removal of tattoo(s) prior to appearing for recruitment process and the same has faded substantially, this will be treated as a "scar" and not a tattoo. Such candidates will be permitted to undergo the entire selection process with the approval of President's Officer of the recruitment Board. Further, the scar resulting due to removal of tattoo will be reviewed by the Medical Board of Officer during Detailed Medical Examination*.

e) Operative cases (Duration for fitness): -
   a) Body surface swelling, DNs, tonsillectomy and nasal polypectomy-01 month
   b) Hydrocele-03 months.
   c) Tymanoplasty-04 months.
   d) Abdominal/pelvic surgeries involving opening of peritoneum, repairs of Hernia, varicocele surgeries, surgery for fistula-in-ano etc-06 months.

7) Evidence of nervous instability: Attention should be paid to manifestations of nervous instability such as Restlessness, Tachycardia, Tremors, Ronbossism, Hyppidrosis, Preminence of eyes or enlargement of the thyroid etc.

In case the nervous instability seems to be due to anxiety, the candidate is to be kept under observation for some time and then re-examined. If the signs persist the candidate is to be rejected.

8. Chest measurement of female candidates will not be allowed.

9. The candidate must not have knock knee, flat foot, varicose vein or squint in eyes.

10. Examination of blood pressure, (Normal Range Systolic 100-140 mm of Hg, Diastolic 60 to 90 mm of Hg).

11. Hemoglobin: (Normal Range- 12-16 gms for male, 10-14 gms for female). However, candidates with more than 18 gms will be considered unfit. Hemoglobin below 12 gms % for male and below 10 gms % for female will be considered as disqualified.

(B) GROUNDS FOR REJECTION DURING MEDICAL

Candidates having any disease/deformity as mentioned under will lead to rejection. Details are as under:

(i) Indication of any chronic disease like tuberculosis, syphilis, or other venereal disease, rheumatism, any kind of arthritis, hypopitrosis etc.

(ii) Bronchial or laryngeal disease like Asthma, chronic Tonsillitis & Adenoids etc.

(iii) Indication of vaular or other disease of heart.

(iv) Generally impaired constitution, so as to impede efficient discharge of training/duties.

(v) Low standard vision.

(vi) Any degree of squint.

(vii) Otis media.

(viii) Deafness, any degree of impaired hearing.

(ix) Stam Corey, as specified later.

(x) Loss of decay of teeth resulting in reduction of dental points below.

(xi) Wearing of half or complete artificial denture.

(xii) Contractions or deformity of chest and deformity of joints.

(xiii) Any congenital curvature of spine (exact nature, e.g. kyphosis, scoliosis, lordosis etc. to be specified).

(xiv) Abnormal Gait.

(xv) Wax (Ears).

(xvi) Deviated Nasal Septum.

(xvii) Under sized chest.

(xviii) Fleshy

(xix) Tonsillitis.

(x) Abnormal Blood Pressure.

(xx) Overweight/ underweight.

(xxi) Endoanal disorders.

(xxii) Mental or nervous instability- evidence of nervous instability.

(xxiii) Defective intelligence.

(xxiv) Any type of hernia.

(xxv) Chronic skin disease like vitiligo, Leprosy, SLE, Eczema, Chronic extensive, Fungal dermatitis etc.

(xxvi) Any congenital abnormality, so as to impede efficient discharge of training/duties.

(xxvii) Ana fistula, haemorrhoids and other anorectal diseases as specified later.

(xxviii) Deformity of feet like Fiat foot, Club foot, plantar warts etc.

(xxix) Epilepsy.

(xxx) Nystagmus/ Progressive Pterygium.

(xxxi) Hydrocele/ Phimosis.

(xxxii) Cubitus varus/ Valgus.

(xxxiv) Polydactyl of hands/ feet.

(xxxv) Undescended testis, atrophic testis, marked varicocele, testicular swellings.

(xxxvi) Furfuraceous/infected vesicles of Venerous veins, even if operated, are not to be accepted because basic defect remains unchanged.

(xxxvii) Any evidence of implants in situ anywhere in body will lead to rejection.

(xxxviii) In females, the carrying angle of more than 20° will lead to rejection on the ground of cubitus varus.

(xxxix) Gynaecomastia.

(xl) Per speculum and Per Vaginal examination are not to be performed in an unmarried candidate; however, inspection of genitalla is to be done to rule out any obvious pathology.

(xli) Evidence of major abnormalities or defects of the genitalla such as change of sex, hermaphroditism, pseudohermaphroditism, or gonadal dysgenesis or dysfunctional residual gonads even after surgical correction of these conditions is disqualifying.

(xlii) If urine test for pregnancy is positive the candidate will be declared temporarily unfit and will be re-examined 6 weeks after the pregnancy is over, either naturally or artificially, subject to the production of a medical certificate of fitness from a registered medical practitioner.

(xliii) Evidence of ovarian cyst or fibrotic uterus or any other lump is disqualifying.

(xlvi) Evidence of pelvic inflammatory disease, is disqualifying.

(xlvii) Congenital absence of uterus or enlargement due to any cause is disqualifying.

(xlviii) Past medical history of diseases or injury of the spine or sacro iliac joints, either with or without objective signs which have prevented the candidate from following a physical active life.

(xlix) History of spinal fracture/ prolapsed intervertebral disc and surgical treatment. a.

b). The hearing should be normal.

b). There should be no signs of functional or organic disease of the heart and blood vessels. Blood pressure should be normal.

c). There should be no enlargement of liver or spleen. Any evidence of disease of internal organs of the abdomen will be a cause for rejection.

e). Un-operated hernia will make a candidate unfit. In case of Hernia which will be operated, a minimum of 6 months must be passed prior to final medical examination before commencement of the course.

f). There should be no hydrocele, varicocele or piles.

g). Urine examination will be done and any abnormality if detected will be a cause for rejection.

h). Any disease of skin which is likely to cause disability or disfigurement will also be a cause for rejection.

Note: Candidates may check “Uniform Guidelines for Medical Examination Test for recruitment in CAPFs, NSG & AR” which is available on recruitment section of CRPF website (www.crpfn.gov.in) for the POST OF ASISTANT COMMANDANT (CIVIL ENGINEERS) in CRPF Exam-2021.

1. Name of Applicant (In block letter).

2. Name of Father/Husband (In block letter).

3. Name of Mother (In block letter).

4. Date of Birth.

5. Height in CMs.

6. Category (General, OBC, ST, SC & EWS).

7. Gender (Male/Female).

8. Nationality.

9. Exam Centre as per Advertisement.

10. Are you ex-servicemen? (Yes/No).

(i) Date of enrolment.

(ii) Date of retirement/discharge.

(iii) Total length of service.

11. Are you Central Govt. employee? (Yes/No).

(a) Name and address of Department.

(b) Designation held.

(c) Whether holding permanent or Temporary post.

(d) Date of appointment.

12. Marital Status (Married/Unmarried).

13. Religion.

14. E Mail ID.

15. Mobile Number.


17. Educational Qualifications: Commencing with Matriculation or equivalent examination till Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering.

18. Examination passed Percentage of marks (%) Year of passing Subject(s) Name of School/ College/ Institution Name of Board/ University.

19. Experience.

20. Professional qualification, if any Height (Cms).

21. Weight (Kg).

22. Chest (Cms).

23. Whether seeking relaxation in age (Yes/No).

(a) As dependant family members of persons killed in Riots of 1984

(b) As dependant family members of persons killed in Riots of 2002 in Gujarat.

24. Permanent Home address.

(a) House No.

(b) Village/Town.

(c) Post Office:

(d) City:

(e) State:

(f) District:

(g) Pin Code:

25. Correspondence Address

(a) House No.

(b) Village/Town.

(c) Post Office:

(d) City:

(e) State:

(f) District:

(g) Pin Code:

26. Name of particular region/area for which claiming extended time as indicated in para 9 (ii) of Notice.

27. Whether convicted in any criminal or Civil case (Yes/No).

Declaration

I hereby declare that entries made in this form as above are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event of any information being found false or incorrect or ineligibility being detected before or after the interview, my candidature will stand cancelled and all my claims for the recruitment forfeited. I also understand that at any stage I have violated any of the Rules/Regulation governing the conduct of
AUTHORITIES EMPowered TO ISSUE CASTE/TRIBE CERTIFICATE

3. Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
4. Sub Divisional Officers of the area where the candidate and / or his family normally resides.

ANNEXURE - “C”

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS UNDER THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT/STATE GOVERNMENT.

(G.L/Dept of Per & Tgr, OM No. 360332/28/94-Estt (Res.) dated 02/07/1997)

This is to certify that Shri/Smt/Kumari Shri/surname of Village/town, State, hereby declare that he belongs to the community which is recognized as a backward class under...

ANNEXURE - "D"

DECLARATION BY OBC CANDIDATE REGARDING NON-CREAMY LAYER STATUS

Son/daughter of Shri Shri/surname of Village/town, State, hereby declare that he belongs to the community which is recognized as a backward class by the Government of India for the purpose of reservation in services as per orders contained in DoP & T OM No. 360332/28/94-Estt (Res.) dated 02/07/1997.

Signature

Date

Designation

Place

Note: The terms “Ordinarily resides” used here will have the same meaning as in Section - 20 of the Representation of the Peoples Act, 1951.

\* **Applicable in case of SCs, STs persons who have migrated from one State/UT.**
I also understand that I shall not be eligible to be appointed to a vacancy reserved for Ex-S. in regard to the recruitment covered by this examination, if I have at any time prior to such appointment, secured any employment on the civil side (including Public Sector Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies/Statutory Bodies, Nationalized Banks, etc.) by availing of the reservation of vacancies admissible to Ex-S.

I further submit the following information:

a) Date of appointment in Armed Forces
b) Date of discharge
c) Length of service in Armed Forces
d) My last Unit / Corps

Place:
Date:

(Signature of the Candidate)

APPENDIX- E
FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE SUBMITTED BY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES SEEKING AGE-RELAXATION (To be filled by the Head of the Office or Department in which the candidate is working).

It is certified that "Sri/Smt./Km. ___________ is a Central Government civilian employee holding post of _______________ in the pay scale of ___________ with ___________ years regular service in the grade.

There is no objection to his/ her appearing for the Recruitment Examination, 2021.

Place: ___________

Date: ___________

(Signature)

Office seal

("Please delete the words which are not applicable.

ANNEXURE- F
RECRUITMENT FOR THE POST OF ASSISTANT COMMANDANT (CIVIL/ENGINEER) IN CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE
(Applicable for in-service candidates only)

No Objection Certificate

Note: Candidates already in Govt. Service must submit their application through proper channel with the following certificate duly signed by their employer agreeing to release them, in case finally selected for the post of ASSISTANT COMMANDANT (CIVIL/ENGINEER) in Central Reserve Police Force.

(i) Certified that Mr. ___________ holds a permanent temporary post of ___________ under Central/State Govt.

(ii) Certified also that he has submitted his application to this department/Office on ___________.

(iii) Certified also that Mr. ___________ will be released in case of his selection for the post of ASSISTANT COMMANDANT (CIVIL/ENGINEER) in Central Reserve Police Force.

(iv) Certified also that Sr. ___________ is not serving in any other Government/State post since the date of appointment and no DEVI/Gazille case is either pending or being contemplated against him.

Place: ___________

Date: ___________

(Signature of Commanding Officer)

Office Seal:

ANNEXURE- G
Form of Certificate for serving Defence Personnel for the Notice of the Examination

I hereby certify that, according to the information available with me, (No.) ___________ (Rank) ___________ (Name) is due to complete the specified term of his engagement with the Armed Forces on the (Date) ___________.

Place: ___________

Date: ___________

(Signature of Head of Office/ Appointing Authority with office seal)

ANNEXURE- H
GOVERNMENT OF ___________

(Name & Address of the authority issuing the certificate)

INCOME & ASSETS CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY ECONOMICALLY WEAKER SECTIONS

Certificate NO. ___________

VALID FOR THE YEAR ___________

This is to certify that Shri/Smt/Kumari ___________ son/ daughter /wife of ___________ permanent resident of ___________

_ village/street ___________ in the ___________ District ___________, in the ___________ Union Territory ___________ Pin code ___________

whose photograph is attested below belongs to Economically Weaker Sections, since the gross annual income of his/her family is ___________ Lakhs (Rupees Eighty lakhs only) for the financial year ___________. His/her family does not own or possess any of the following assets:__

1. 1.0 acres of agricultural land and above;
2. Residential flat of 1000 sq. ft. and above;
3. Residential plot of 100 sq. Yards and above in notified municipalities.
4. Residential plot of 200 sq. Yards and above in areas other than the notified municipalities.
5. Shri/Smt/Kumari ___________ belongs to the ___________ caste which is not recognized as a Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Other Backward Classes (Central List).

Signature with seal of Office ___________

Designation ___________

Recent Passport size attested photographs of the applicant

*Note1: Income covered includes all sources i.e. salary, agriculture, business, profession, etc.

**Note2: The term "Family" for this purpose include the person who seeks benefit of reservation, his/her parents and siblings belonging the age of 18 years as also his/her spouse and children below the age of 18 years.

***Note 3: The property held by a "Family" in different locations or different places/cities have been clubbed while applying the land or property holding test to determine EW status.

Date: 19/10/2021
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No. 15 (A)/Library & Information Assistant (Deputation)/Admn-II/2021/5114

Date: 08/06/2021

Applications are invited to fill up one post of Library & Information Assistant in the Pay Matrix Level-4 (Rs. 54500-112400) in the Lady Hardinge Medical College & Smt. S.K. Hospital, New Delhi, on deputation basis.

The duly filled application along with complete and up to date APAR dossiers may be sent by Speed/Registered post addressed to Director, Lady Hardinge Medical College & Smt. S.K. Hospital, New Delhi, within 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

For details login to website:

http://lhmc-hosp.gov.in

SUNIL KS BHADORIA
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (ADMN)

denp.17148/11/0003/2122
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Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India
(A Statutory Body of Government of India)

Notice

Applications are invited for filling up 01 (one) post of Executive Director, on deputation basis. The last date of submission of application is 9th July, 2021. The detailed vacancy may be seen at www.ibbi.gov.in.

stop corona
wash your hand, wear mask & maintain social distance

DELHI JAL BOARD: DELHI SARKAR
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (T) VAUNALAYA PHASE-II, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Applications are invited from the eligible officers for filling up the post of Member (Water Supply) and Member (Drainage) in Delhi Jal Board on nomination basis initially for a period of three years in Level-14 of Pay Matrix of Rs. 1, 44,200-2,18,200 under 7th Central Pay Commission within 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement to the Member (Administration), Delhi Jal Board. Separate application for Member (WS) and Member (Dr.) should be filled up by the candidates. For further information, please visit our website www.delhijalboard.nic.in.

VILAS RAMPAL
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (T)

denp.0712/11/0003/2122
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No. 2-12/2019-Admn.

Central Research Institute
Kasauli, Distt. Solan, (H.P.)-173204

ABRIDGED ADVT. NOTICE

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates for appointment on deputation basis to one post of Librarian at Central Research Institute, Kasauli in the pay matrix level-4 (Pre-revised scale of pay Rs. 5200-20200 + G.P. 2400) General Central Services Group C (Non-Ministerial). Application of only such Officer’s will be considered which are routed through proper channel in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-J), in duplicate. The post is to be filled by composite method Deputation (including short term contract/Promotion).

A detailed advertisement notice has been uploaded on Website www.crikasauli.nic.in indicating pre-requisites/details etc. and the same can be downloaded from our website.

Duly complete applications through proper channel should reach to Director, Central Research Institute, Kasauli-173204 within 60 days of publication of this Notice.

Director
Central Research Institute, Kasauli

denp.17132/11/0004/2122
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process and direct recruitment. In case of officers direct recruitment is made normally in Scale I, II and III. 

Written examination: 

For the office assistant (multipurpose) and officers in scale-I posts, graduates in all disciplines are eligible. However for help (scale II) preference is given to degree holders in Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry, Veterinary Science, Agricultural Engineering, Food Technology, Agricultural Marketing and Cooperation. Information Technology, Management, Law, Economics or Accountancy. Also required is proficiency in local language as prescribed by the participating RRB. Working knowledge of Computer is desirable. Officers in scale II are known to have had some graduates who had passed graduation with minimum 50% marks and should possess experience of 2 years or more in a bank or financial institution. Experience for officers in scale III (senior manager), requirements are same as that for scale II but the experience requirement is of minimum five years. Subject preference applies to scale II and III. For specialist officers’ posts like chartered accountant marketing officer, treasury manager, agricultural officer and law officer relevant qualifications are required with 1 or 2 years’ experience as prescribed. 

One may apply for multiple positions subject to restrictions prescribed. 

How the selection process works: 

Applicants for the posts of office assistant (multipurpose) and officers in scale-I, will have to first appear in a preliminary examination. The test for office assistants will include reasoning and numerical ability with 40 questions in each. For scale I the test shall comprise of reasoning and quantitative aptitude each with 40 questions. In both the cases this paper is to be attempted in 45 minutes.

On the basis of performance in preliminary examination, candidates are called for main examination in which sections of reasoning, computer knowledge, their fundamentals. In English and Hindi language are found in examinations for both the positions with section of numerical ability for assistant grade and quantitative aptitude for scale I office. Candidates can choose any one from English and Hindi language section. Successful candidates in main examination are called for interview. There is no interview for the post of assistants. For other merit shall be determined by adding marks obtained in the main examination and interview. 

Test description: 

Quantitative Aptitude: 

This section will comprise of data interpretation, which is easier to deal with. You need to read a graph and then answer the questions. You should have a good command over topics such as profit and loss, discount, partnership, time and work, time and distance etc. 

Reasoning: 

In this section a candidate will find questions on seating arrangement, blood relations, syllogism, coding-decoding, alphabet arrangement/ rearrangement, puzzle and syllogism etc. 

In the questions of reasoning you’ll have to derive your logic from the stated information and not from the general perception. 

Computer Knowledge: 

Some of the questions in this segment are general and some may be specific. You may expect questions relating to operating systems, open source, Microsoft word, Power point, Excel, internet networking, information security etc. A few questions may be on shortcut key combinations. This section may be easily prepared with information available on Internet. 

English/Hindi: 

The language section has a choice for the candidate to take either English or Hindi. Whichever language you choose, you need to be fluent in the respective vocabulary and grammar. Pattern for both the languages is almost similar. There will be comprehension in which you’ll be required to answer para based questions. Then you’ll have to find mistakes if any) in part) of sentences, arrange sentences in a meaningful order; answer questions on missing words, synonyms, antonyms, fill in the blanks, choose correct sentences from a set etc. 

General Awareness: 

There is no defined syllabus for the general awareness section but you should make as comprehensive preparation as possible. Some questions may relate to important events (summits, sports, awards etc.), famous personalities, authors, scientist, countries (their capital and cities). You need to be a regular reader of national newspaper, it would be better if you make diary notes of important events. Review may be thought of in case of one or two questions where you’ve seriously doubted about the right answer. If you’re uncertain, just choose the answer. Otherwise it’ll be better if you mark your options considering them to be right. 

As there is no interview for the position of assistants, your scoring high in the main examination can be instrumental in your selection. 

While preparing for the exam you should focus on what exactly is taught in the book. In every section the nature of questions are different, the number of options and difficulty of the questions are different. 

Then you’ll have options like True or False, for example format of questions in language section and reasoning section will differ significantly. 

Most of the questions will be in the format which one is certain about the answer. You’re not required to find the answer which is true or correct. Also in few questions you may have to find the X or Y among other options. These questions require extra care in answering. 

Numerical Ability: 

As the term suggests this section will contain all calculations to numbers. You’ll have question relating to addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, percentage, ratio, fraction etc. In most of the cases you’ll be required to make multiple operation in a single question. You need to have thorough command of basic mathematical formulae and BODMAS. 

For numerical ability your preparation may be based on an arithmetic book prescribed for SSC/IBPS/CSIE/CSE/State/any other boards. 

General preparation strategies: 

Candidates should first understand the test pattern and type of questions that will be asked. For this they should go through the previous years question papers. There hasn’t been any significant changes in the examinations pattern in past couple of years. Candidates objectively need to assess which are their strong or weak areas. 

For example someone may be good in quantitative aptitude but weak in reasoning. To clearly understand where you lack - Is it because you don’t understand the concepts or you lack practice because of no/less exposure to particular test or type of questions? This assessment should be the foundation of creating your work/ study plan. Of course, weaker segments will require more time for preparation.
NATIONAL

PM launches Customized Crash Course programme for COVID-19 frontline workers
Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched 'Customized Crash Course' programme for COVID-19 frontline workers on June 18. The training programme would be conducted in 111 training centres spread over 26 States. About one lakh frontline workers will be trained in this initiative. The training will be imparted to Covid warriors in six customised job roles namely Home Care Support, Basic Care Support, Advanced Care Support, Emergency Care Support, Sample Collection Support, and Medical Equipment Support. This will include fresh training as well as upskilling of those who have some training in this type of work.

Govt issues notification amending Cable TV Network Rules
The Central Government on June 17 issued a notification amending the Cable Television Network Rules, 1994. Information and Broadcasting Minister, Prakash Javadekar said in a tweet that the amendment will help develop a statutory mechanism to redress citizens' grievances and complaints against programmes of TV channels. He added that the Ministry has also decided to recognise Statutory Bodies of TV channels under CTN Rules.

Vaccination will shape economic recovery of country: RBI
The Reserve Bank of India has reiterated that vaccination will shape the economic recovery of the country. The economy has the resilience and the fundamentals to bounce back from the pandemic and unshackle itself from pre-existing cyclical and structural hindrances, it noted. RBI has predicted that digital technology, biomedical science and technologies that address various challenges to sustainability, especially those pertaining to climate change, will have the greatest growth potential in the coming decade.

Govt operationalises National Helpline for preventing financial loss due to cyber fraud
The Union Home Ministry has operationalised the National Helpline 155260 and Reporting Platform for preventing financial loss due to cyber fraud. The Helpline was soft launched on April 1, 2021. The platform has been made operational by the Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre (IC3) under the Ministry of Home Affairs, with active support and cooperation from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), all major banks, payment banks, wallets and online merchants.

TC Gehlot virtually inaugurates 14 Cross-Disability Early Intervention Centres
Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, Tharoor and Gehlot inaugurated 14 Cross-Disability Early Intervention Centres on June 17. These Centres are located at seven National Institutes in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Dehradun, Secunderabad and Cuttack, and seven Composite Regional Centres (CRCs) in Sundremagar, Lucknow, Bhopal, Rajajinagar, Patna, Nellori and Kozhikode. These will provide screening and identification, rehabilitation, counseling, therapeutic services among others for different disabilities under one roof.

Govt extends validity of documents related to Motor Vehicles Act till Sept 2021
The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways has written to Director Generals of Police, Principal Secretaries of Transport Departments and Transport Commissioners of all States and UTs for extension of the validity of the documents related to the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 till September 30, 2021.

INTERNATIONAL

Naftali Bennett sworn in as Israel’s new PM
Naftali Bennett has been sworn in as Israel’s new Prime Minister, ending the country’s longest-serving leader Benjamin Netanyahu’s 12-year tenure. Mr Bennett, the 49-year-old leader of the right-wing Yamina party, took oath of office on June 17 after winning the confidence vote 60-59 in the Knesset (parliament). The new government—an alliance of leftists, centrists and right-wing parties, as well as an Arab party—has 27 ministers, nine of them women.

NATO expands defence clause to include ‘attacks in space’
NATO leaders have expanded the use of their all for one, one for all, mutual defence clause to include attacks in space. Article 5 of NATO’s founding treaty states that an attack on any one of the 30 allies will be considered an attack on them all. Until now, it applied only to more traditional military attacks on land, sea, or in the air, and more recently in cyberspace. In a summit statement on June 14, the leaders said they “consider that attacks to, from, or within space present a challenge to the security of the Alliance and could threaten national and Euro-Atlantic prosperity, security, and stability, and could be as harmful to modern societies as a conventional attack”.

Saudi Arabia restricts annual Haj pilgrimage to its own citizens amid COVID-19 pandemic
Saudi Arabia has restricted the annual Haj pilgrimage to its own citizens and residents for the second year running in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the state-run Saudi Press Agency, only those aged between 18 and 65 who have been fully vaccinated or immunised from the coronavirus and are free from chronic diseases will be allowed to perform Haj. The Ministry that manages the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca has also set a maximum of 60,000 participants.

KVIC records highest-ever turnover in 2020-21 despite COVID pandemic
Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has recorded its highest-ever turnover in 2020-21 despite COVID-19 pandemic. The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises said that KVIC has registered a gross annual turnover of over 96 thousand seven hundred crore rupees. KVIC registered a 7.71 per cent increase as compared to the previous year despite the nationwide lockdown.

Govt extends validity of Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum
The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises has extended the validity of Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum from March 31 to December 31, 2021. This would facilitate the transition of Enterprises (Udyog Aadhar) Portal and Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum to avail benefits of the provisions under various existing schemes and incentives including Priority Sector Lending benefits of MSME.

GST rates on COVID Items slashed: exemptions & GST reductions extended
The GST Council has extended the period of GST concessions on COVID treatment-related medical devices and drugs. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman informed that antifungal drug Amphotericin-B and antiviral drug Tocilizumab have been completely exempted from any kind of GST.

RBI releases Consultative Document on Regulation of Microfinance
The Reserve Bank of India, on June 15, released a Consultative Document on Regulation of Microfinance. This has been done to harmonise the regulatory framework for various regulated lenders in the microfinance space. Key proposals of the documents are common definitions, microfinance loans for all regulated entities, capping the haircut on account of repayment of loan obligations of a household to a percentage of the household income.

Weightlifter Mirabai Chanu qualifies for Tokyo Olympics in women’s 49-kg category
Weightlifting champion Mirabai Chanu has qualified for the Tokyo Olympics in the women’s 49-kg category. The International Weightlifting Federation (IWF) announced that Chanu has qualified on the basis of her world ranking points. The 26-year-old is placed second on the Absolute Ranking list issued by the IWF in the women’s 49-kg category. The former world champion was earlier ranked 4th. However, North Korea’s withdrawal from Tokyo 2020 propelled Chanu to the second spot. With this, Chanu has become the only Indian weightlifter to qualify for the Tokyo Games.

Djokovic clinches his 2nd French Open Men’s Singles title
World No.1 Novak Djokovic clinched his second French Open Men’s Singles title, beating world No. 5 Stefanos Tsitsipas 6-7 (6-4), 2-6, 6-3, 6-4 at Roland-Garros Park. With the win, the Serbian tennis player has become the first man in the Open era, and third overall, to win all four Grand Slams twice. Djokovic has also increased his Grand Slam tally to 19 titles, and is now one adrift of the Men’s record held by Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal. In the Women’s Singles, unseeded Czech Barbora Krejcikova beat Russian Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova to win her maiden Grand Slam. Krejcikova also lifted the Doubles trophy with compatriot Katerina Siniakova, beating Iga Swiatek and Bethanie Mattek-Sands 6-4, 6-2. With this, Krejcikova has become the first player to win both the Women’s Singles and Doubles title in Paris since French Mary Pierce completed the feat in 2000.
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